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Since the issuie of Edison's incandescent lamp patent in 1880,
it has been the generally accepted theory that the principal
cause of the decay of the filamenit of an incandescent lamp
other than oxidation, was the meehanical action of the smnall
amoiunt of gas remaining in the chamber, wearing away the fila-
ment by the attrition due to the air currents, or as Edison called
it "air washing." Electrical forces are also supposed to have
some effect, carrying the carbon from the filainent to the walls of
the chamber. The perfection of the electric lamlp nipon this
view was to be sought in the direction of 'a Ibiglher vacuum, and
more firm and solid carbons with a smoother surface. Improve-
ments in carbons have 'donie mLuch to improve thie lamp. As car-
bons are now m-ade-built up by deposit froim a hydro-carboni
vapor-every initerstice is filled, and the surface becomes almost
as smooth as, and has alimost the appearanice of, polished steel.
Suchl a carbon withstanids well the "air-washing " effect of the
residual gases, and tlhe life of the lamrp at a given temnperature
is greatly increased. But as it is greater economy, nip to a cer-
tain point, to increase the teinperatuLre and save energy, than to
keep the temperature down anid save lamps, temperatures have
been increased as carbonis h-ave been im-proved, anid efficiencies
have been raised unitil, in new lamups at least, a candle power is
obtained froml- less than three watts, instead of four or more.
But with these higher efficiencies coines a new cause of deterior-
ation not so apparent in the low temperature lam-ips, tl-he black-
ening of the bulb anid consequenit loss of transparency and de-
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dline in canidle power. When I see incandeseent lamnps hunig
for use, I involunitarily find myself looking for blackened
lamps, and it is no uncommon thing to see those through
which objects look diin. Sometimes I see lamps so black that
they would do for smoked glass in viewinig anl eclipse of the
sun. I have taken down suchl lamps and measuired their
candle power and efficienev. Very often they run as low as ten
eandles and six or seven watts per candle at their normal volt-
age, and I have found lamps below six candles and ten -watts per
candle. The customer was still usingg these and had not "kicked "'
so far as I know, tlhough he was sure he was not getting the
light he did at the beginning. Generally he does not know what
the mnatter is, thinks, perlhaps, the company is parsimonious with
the "electricity," but hasn't said mnuch, "because he doesn't
waut to be all the time making a rowv." Of course, the illumi-
nating com-lpany canniot be expected to go around and hunt up
suclh lanmps and change them; so, as long as the customer does
not conmplain, but pays for his six or ten candles at tlhe price of
sixteen, the old blackenied lamps remain on the circuit unitil they
burn out. Since such lamps increase in resistance they take less
and less current, and the older and inore feeble they become,
the more teniacious thev are of life. It is no uncommnion thing
to hear of such lamps that have lived through six, eight, or ten
thousand houirs of active service, when, probably, not one of
them was able to do its full duty, aind should lhave been placed
on the retired list, at three hundred houLrs.
Now the question arises, is there no way to preserve the illu-
minating power of the lamp throughout the life of the filament!
Surely a long-lived filament is of little value if it fails to give a
reasoinable light after two or three hulndred hours.
Loss of candle power imiiglht be avoided -by lowerinlg the tem-
perature and with it the initial efficiency of the lamup, but this is
an improvement in the wrong direction, althouglh I am sure the
customers, whether they pay for their electric energy by the mueter
or by the year per lam-p, would be the gainers if they were fur-
nished with lamnps of lower initial efficiency, unless their lamps
are changed oftener than is uasually done. The present high
efficiency lamp would do very well if there were any way to in-
sure its retirement froin tlhe service when its legitimate useful-
ness was passed. The ideal lamp would be one that, while
giving a high efficiency and a reasonable life, should die by tlie
rupture of its filament while still doing its best work.
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About a year ago 3/lr. John Waring began experimentingupon
the effects of heavy gases in the lamp chamber, using prinlcipally
the vapor of bromine as obtained from the liqLuid bromine of
commnerce. It is niot necessary to describe in detail the various
experimen-ts. The final result reached was that, when bromine
vapor was present in the chamber in proper qu-antity, the lamp,
as compared with a vacuuin lamp, could be rmin at a higher effi-
ciency without blackening or increase of resistance, therefore
without loss of candle power an-d with an increase in its useful
life. These facts were abundantly demonstrated by nuinerous
experinments. Below are the results of some experiments thlat I
myself recently performed. I lhad made a number of 50-volt 16-
candle lamps. Half of these were exhausted in the usual way as
vacuum lamps. The others were made into bromine lamnps after
the mnethod eniployed in the Waring factory. The lamps were
all " volted,'" then fouir of each were run for three and a half
hours at 65 volts, and for one and a half hours at 70 volts pres-
sures-1.5 and 20 volts in excess of the normal. Two of the
bromine lamps broke at the end of the run. The results are
given in the following table:
'IABL I.
Lamps, New. After 5 Hours at 65 and 70 Volts.
Volts. c. P. Current. c. P. Current.
I 49 i6 26 9.4 24 1
2 49.6 I6 26 10.3 24.6 Vacuum Bulbs ail Blackened.3 49 i6 26 io.6 24,8 r Lamps.
4 49.2 I6 26 9.8 24.8
5 49 8 I6 27 Broken ....
6 48.8 I6 26.5 I5.I 26.2 Lamps Bulbs not Blackened.
8 50 i6 26.5 Broken .,.
Comnparing the two kinds of lamps, it is se'en that all the
vacuum lamps had fallen more thani one-third in candle power
while the bromnine lamps fell only five per cent. The current in
tlhe vacuLum lamps had also diminished, showing an increase in
resistance of the filamnents of over five per cent.
Two others of the same lot of 50-volt lamps, one vacuum and
one bromine, were run for five ininutes at 90 volts, at which
pressutre the light was of a dazzlinig whiteness.
The results are given in Table II.
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TABLE II.
Lamps, New. After Five Minutes at
Volts. c. P. Current. C. P. Current.
Vacuum.
5
48.2 I6 26 6.9 26 reatly Blackened.Bromille.. 54 i6 27 12.9 26. i Not Blackened.
In this experiment also, the vacuum lamp shows a very great
loss in candle power as compared to the bromine.
It may be said that these experiments were performed unnder
abnormal conditions. They were, to save time. But if the
bromine will, when the filament is carried to such an abnormal
incandeseence, preserve to such a marked degree the illuminating
power of the lamp, so mulch the more should it do so when the
incandescence is normal.
But to remove any doubt as to the effect under norrlal condi-
tions I have obtained from Mr. Waring the results of a life test
in progress at the Waring factory, and with his perm'ission I em-
body them in this paper. The results as furnislhed me give the
individual readings for eight vacuum and eight bromiine lamps
a11 idenltical in material and construction up to the point of ex-
hausting the bulbs, when eight of the lam-ps were taken at random
to be exlhausted as vacuum lamps, and the remaining eight filled
with bromine vapor in accordance with the regular process pur-
sued in the manufacture of the "c Novak " lamnp.
As these lamlps all had sinilar filaments, the bromine lamnps
would, if runi at tlhe sainecaidle power, have been less efficient
at the start than the vac-uLm lamps. The bromnine lamps were,
therefore, "volted" for 28 c. P. and the vacuumi lamps for 25 c.
-P., and each lamp marked with its appropriate voltage. The bro-
mine lamps varied from 52.4 to 55.8 volts, and tlhe vacuum
lamps from 50.5 to 52 volts. During the run the pressure was
1 aintained for the bromine lamps at 54.15; for the vacuuLm lamps
at 51.3. At approximately 200, 400, and 600 hours from the
beginning, the candle power of each lamp was measured at its
marked voltage. From the individual readings furnished me, I
have compuited the mean values which are given in Table III.
on the next page.
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TABLE III.
LIFE TEST OF 8 VACUUM AND 8 BROMINE LAMPS.
Mean of 7 Lamps Mean of 6 LampsMeat of 8 Lamps Mean of 8 Lamps Remaining Remainingat o Hours. at 210 Hours, at 400 Hours. at 625 Hours.
Volts. Amp. c. P. Volts. Amp. c. P. Volts. Amp. C, P. Volts Amp. C. P.
Vacuum,. 5x.35 z.6888 25 51.35 1.739 22,3T 51,26 I.704 20.17 51.38 i.698 i8.I8
8 Lamps 7 Lamps Remaining 5 Lamps Remaining 3 Lamps Remaining
Bromine. .. 54-16 1.768 28 54.36 i.8I6 28.26 54,92 I-792 29 24 55.37 x.857 29
One of the 6 vacuum lamps has a very bright spot on the filament, and can only last a fewv
hours longer.
The efficiencies in watts per candle are as follows:
TABLE IV.
o Hours. 210 Hours. 4oo Hours. 625 Hours.
Vacuum 3 469 3.99 4.33 4.8
Bromine 3.42I 3 49 3 42 3.54
What is the teachinlg of these results? Of the bromine lamnps
one had failed in less than 200 lhours, two more in less than 400
hours, and two more, or five in all, before the end of the test at
625 hours, but the candle powers of the lamps still doing service
were even higher than at the beginning. At 400 lionrs there
had been no loss of efficieincy. At 600 hours the efficiency lhad
only fallen about 3 per cent., and even this was partly due to the
fact that these three remaining lamps were, at the start, below
the average efficiency. The vacutmLr lamps on the contrary had
failed in candle-power nearly 20 per cent. at 400 hours, and 27T
per cent. at 625 hoLirs. In efficiency they had dropped from
3.47 at the start, to 4.33 at 400, and 4.8 at 625 hours.
Although only one lamp had failed, those vacuum lamps were
.all1 praetically dead at 400 hours, and in comparing their useful
life with that of the bromine lamps, they should be so considered.
But in whatever way the comparison is made, the bromine lamps
in this test will appear as the better lamps, and yet up to the
point of exhauLstinig the chambers the bromine and vacuum lamps
were precisely alike.
These results do not accord with the generally accepted belief
as to the effect of a gas in the lam p chamber. Againi and again
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I have been asked in reference to the claims for the " Novak"
lanp :-" Is it truie tlhat they maintain their candle power ?" and,
seconid, with considerable skepticismn tlhrown into it.:-" Well,, how
do you account for it ?" This means, that I nmist submit over-
whelhning proof of tlhe alleged facts, or I miust aecount for theem.
I do not object to this. It would be my own position in a simi-
lar case.
I remnember onee, some years ago, an inventor of a new dy-
niamo asked mie to come and see it and give him an opinion of it.
When I reaclhed his shop he, unfortunately, could not slhow it in
operation, bat he assured me that his dynamo was a most won-
derful machine, several times as efficient as anly other known.
Hle told me tlhat, running it by means of a little engine that
could not by any possibility give more than two horse power,
anid which also ran his shiop, he was able to run thirty-two Edison
16 c. P. lamps of the old eight-to-the-horse-power type, to full in-
candescence. It seemned to me it mnust be a wonderful dynamo
to develop four horse power from two. I asked him how lhe
accounted for it. He could not explain it very clearly, at least
I could nlot get the force of his explanation, and, though I saw
the engine, and the dyinamo, and the lamps, I expect I Came
away somewhat skeptical as to thie performance of that machine.
Now I hope to be able to conivince you before you go away
to-night that the facts claimed for these bromine lamps are fully
in accord with other known facts, even if they do not seem to
accord witlh previous theories as to the action- of gases in the
lainp chamnber.
I may say that the. fcact that there is less blackeni-ng in a lamp
that econtains some residual gas is nio new discovery. It was
noted early in tihe history of the ineandeseent lamp. Edison
noted it and miade it the subject of a patent in 1883. Bernard
S. Proctor, in 1SS3, states that the manufacturers of Swan lamps
h-ad founid " th'at these carbon deposits whiclh occur when a lamp,
is overheated occur even more in lamps with the highest vacaa
tlhan in those less perfectly exhausted." 1
Other observations poiuting in the same direction lhave been
made fromxi timne to time, althouglh the true bearing of the ob-
servationis do not seem to have been recogn-ized. Professor
Tlionas, in a paper read before this INSTITUTE, detailing the re-
sults of his life tests of various makes of incandescent lamps,2
1. The Electrician, London, vol. ix. p. 603:
2. TRANSACTTONS, VOl. ix, p. 271.
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states that he found the lainps exhausted by mietallic pumLps to
blackeni- less than those exhausted by mnerceury pumnps.
Professor Thomnas suggests no explanation, but various refer-
ences to his paper seemn to take it for granited that the difference
is due to the presence of mercurial vapor in the lamps exhausted
by mercury pumps. Mr. E. E. Cary, in a note " On the Blacken-
inig of Incandescent Lamps," takes this view.'
I do not know of auy foundation for the belief that mereury
vapor causes the blackeniug, or helps to ca-use it. So far as I
know, nio one has ever de-monstrated that mercury vapor exists
to any extent in the chlamber of an inicandeseenit lam-p. It cannot
exist at a pressure greater than aboult 1-15,000th of ail atnios-
phere urnless the temperature of the mercury is miuch above that
of the pump roon.
Since the degree of vaeuuim possible by means of a mereury
pump, is lirmiited by the tension of the mercury vapor, anid sinice,
as long as any gas is being removed, the flow is from the lamps
through long narrow passages toward the pump, I do not see
how it is possible for vapor of imercury in any quan-tity to find
its way back from the pump to the lamp. I believe, notwith-
standinig MIr. Cary's statements in the article cited as to the
degree of vacuuim obtained by mechanical pumups, that the greater
freedom-n from blackeniing in lamnps exhausted by them, is due to
the poorer vacumn, and that this is anotlher case of blackening
prevented by the presence of an inert gaseous atmosphere within
the lamp chamber.
Now let us consider the question: WAy should the presence of
a gas lessen tlhe blackeniing of the lamp ? To answer this ques-
tion we m-Lust first consider the cause of the blackening.
The coating conisists wholly of carbon, no metal deposit ever
being founid except when the filamnent breaks near its junction
with the leading-inl wires, so forming an are which vaporizes the
inetal, the vapor formed depositing uponl the glass as a metallic
coating. But as this coating is only forned at the monmeut of
rupture of the filaiient, it has nothing to do with the true " age-
coating " with which we are dealing.
The carbon coating is uniformly distributed within the bulb.
2 The carboTn forming the coating must com-ne fromn the filam-nent.
1. Elec. Eng., vol. xiv., p. 118.
2. See Age-coating in Incandescent Lamps. Prof. E. L. Nichols. A?nb
Jour. of Science, xliv., 277.
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Is it taken from it by chemical action ? Is it wornl off by attri-
tion by the residual gas? Is it thrown off by electrical action ?
Is it thrown off as a vapor in consequence of the high tempera-
ture?
Explanations of the phenomena have been based upon all
these different agencies.
It has been supposed that the oxygen remaining in the cham-
ber, combined with thle carbon forming carbon inonoxid or diox-
id which was dissociated by contact with the cold glass, leaving
the carbon as a deposit, while the oxygen returned to the fila-
ment to combine with more carbon, and so oni uitil the filament
was destroyed. This, of course, cannot be, since the oxygen
compounds of carboni ate only dissociated at a very high tempe-
rature, far above that at which they form, and, therefore, far
above the temperature of the filament.
The suggestion that the carbon is worn off the filament by
air-washing and settles upon the walls of the chamber, never
seemed to me to account for the continuity anid uniformnity of
the coating, and in the liglht of the facts demonstrated by the
experiments I have described to-night, the theory of blackening
by air-washing is untenable, sinee there is less blackening
while there must be more air-washing in the bromnine lamps.
The carboni miust then be thrown off from the filament by the
electrical action, or by the high temperature, or by both comn-
binied. In either case it is gaseous carbon, which will return to
the solid form wlherever it comes in contact with m-atter at a
sufficiently low temperature to condense it. This it will surely
do when it reaches the walls of the chamber, if n-ot before. I
repeat that, whether the high temperature or the diferenice of
electrical potential is the cause of the separation of the carbon
from the filament; the carbon that leaves the filauent is gaseous
carbon. I expect this statemeent will be questioned, and I, tllere-
fore, state as fnlly as possible the considerations that lead to this
conclusion. It is objected' that carboni cannot be vaporized
except at enormously high temperatures. Also, that in the
lainp the particles of carbon are projected in straight lines which
shows the action to be a '"Crookes tube effect." What is a
Crookes tube effect? It is a radiation of the imlolecules of a
highly attenuated gas from one of the electrodes of a vacuum.
tube, the exciting eause being a great difference of electrical po-
tential. Possibly, as claimed by Schuster and otliers, these
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gaseous miolecules are separated by the electrical forces into still
sm-aller elemenlts, but whether they are or niot, will muake no dif
ference with the bearinig of these phenomena upon the question
under consideration.
In an ordinary vacuurm tuLbe, the passage of the electric dis-
charge produces a liglht extending from electrode to electrode
wherever these m'ay be placed. As the vacuuim is imnproved, a
dark space will appear arouLind the negative electrode. Appar-
ently the mnolecuLles are repelled so strongly that they are able to
drive back the body of the gas to a certain distance, but the in-
evitable collisions finally take up their rectilinear m otion and
convert it into the vibratory maotion of luminosity. As the
vacuum is still further improved, the dark space becomes wider
and wider, until it reaches the walls of the tube; the mlolecules,
finiding no in-surmountable obstruction in their path, continue their
rectilinear motion until stopped by the walls, where the impact
produces a phosphorescent light. An obstruction within the
tube intercepts the molecules in whose path it falls, and casts a
shadow upon the walls beyond, demrionstrating the rectilinear
motion. The rectilinear motion can also be demonstrated in
many other ways. BuLt what does the rectilinear motion indi-
cate? Nothing, except that the molecules have been projected
throuigh a space from wh-ieh all obstructions have been carefully
removed. I said all obstructions, but that is not quite true.
There are still millions upon millions of rrmolecules in the most
perfect vacuum in our power to make. The flying molecules
projected from the negative electrode inust make their path
through these, and they can only do so when projected with
conisiderable force. For the success of these experiments a great
potential difference is necessary,-a potential difference meas-
ured by tens of tlhousands of volts,-much greater than is needed
for producing the phenomena of the ordinary vac-uuIm tubes.
But, for the rectilinear motion and all thie phenomena depen-
dent upon it, we need only a sufficient propelling force, and a
space sufficiently free from obstructions. The propelling force
need not be electrical, and tIle rectiliniear motiomi per se is no suf-
ficient evidence that electrical force was the exciting cause.
In the old Edison lamps the filament was copper-plated to the
platinum wires. Wheni a break in the filanmenit occurred near
the junction, the are vaporized the copper and covered the bulb
with a coating of metallic copper, except that a line of clean
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glass was ofteni left onl the side opposite the break, tl-he line beinig
the shadow of the unbroken leg of the filam-lent- This is de-
scribed by Dr. J. A. Fleining1, who says that he has never seen
this shadow except in the copper deposit, that it is never seen in
the deposit of carbon. To quote his words: "1 Hence there mLust
"be sonie essential difference between the vaporization of the
"carbon and that of the copper. The carbon deposit resembles
"more the condensationi of a vapor and is uniformly distributed,
"but the copper deposit exhibits the character of a molecular radia-
"tioiu or shower taking place from a certain poinit." He adds:
"The wlhole pheniomenon calls at once to mind the beautiful re-
"searches of Mr. Crookes with vacuum tuLbes. Here lhowever,
" we are dealing not with an induction coil discharge, but with a
"6comparatively low potential." Let us analyze the plhenomienon.
The filament breaks at the copper junction, and an electric arc
is formed, in which copper is vaporized with comtiparative ease.
A large volum-e of copper vapor is formed almost instantaneous-
ly in a space almnost devoid of otlher matter. The sudden ex-
pansion of that vapor is sufflicient eause for the projection of the
molecules in straight lines to the walls of the chamber. It is
not necessary to assu-me any refined electrical forces to account
for the rectilinear path. The plain old-fashioned, unpretenious
vapor " ten-sion " that bursts our steam boilers is all-sufficient to
accouint for this rectilinear projection across the lamp bulb, when
there is nothing in the way.
I might quote many references to show that the carbon de-
posit never shows a shadow; and Mr. Proctor in the niote
already cited, states that a plitcatum deposit formed under pre-
cisely the same conditions as the copper deposit described above,
never shows the shadow. This, no doubt, is due to the much
lower tension of the platin-um vapor produced at the tempera-
ture of the electric are. The so-called Edison effect, which con-
sists in a derived current throughl an outside circuit between one
of the termninals of the lamp and an idle pole placed between
the two legs of the filament, has been hield to demonstrate a
rectilinear movement of the gaseous matter within the bulb.
W. H. Preece in a paper read before the Society of Telegrapl
Engineers and Electricians2 describes experimnents whiclh he
claims prove the rectilinear character of the motion, but either
1. J'he EWectrician, (London,) xi., 65.
2. T7he Electrician, (London), xiv., 436.
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there is some error in the publication of h-iis experiments, or th-ey
do not bear out his conclusions. Thie paper records the details
of a nunber of experimen-ts. In Exp. 6, the idle pole was
placed in a long tube attached to the lamp b-uilb opposite the fila-
meent near the bend, anid extending in a direct line from the fila-
merit. At a very hiigh inicandescence a very feeble current was
detected.
In Exp. 7, the idle pole was in a tube sealed to the lainp
bulb at the top, alnd then benit at a right angle so that the gase-
ous molecules which carry the current would h-ave to turn a right
angle to reach the idle pole. The current developed was nearly
the sane as in E7xp. 6, showing that the molecules lmay turn a
riglht angle. This effect has been relied oni muore thani any other,
perhaps, as demonstrating that the carrying of the carbon from
the filament to the walls is a " Crookes tube efect," but it only
shows that an electric current flows through the gas withini the
chamber. It does not show that the vehiele is carbonl in vapor
or in any other form. Indeed, the carrying of a cuirrenit through
a gas seems to be an electrolytic action, the molecules of the gas
beinig separated into positive and negative ions, which conlvey the
current exactly as in a liquLiid electrolyte. I 6annot see that the
fact that a current is carried from the positive to the negative
heel of the filament, explains the deposit of carbon. Even if it is
carbon vapor that carries the current, the fact that no current is
apparent except at high incandescence would indicate that at a
lower incandescence there was too little vapor, B3ut wlhether it
is carbon vapor that carries the current or not, and whether the
motion is in right lines or not, I do not see that this experiment
has any bearinig upon the formation of the carbon deposit on the
walls of the chamber. As I have said before, I attach nio signi-
ficaniee whatever to a motion in right lines. There is nothinig
peculiar or mysterious about it. Newton's first law says: "Every
body conti-nues in its state of rest or motion i^n a straight line,
except in-so-far as it may be compelled by force to change that
state." All you want is a force to put your molecuLles in motion,
and then keep every thing else out of the way and they will
move in straight lines. All that the rectilinear motion demon-
strates is the absence of interfering forces; it does not in any
way indicate the character of the force that imparted the mo-
tion. We must look farther in order to determiine that. Piob-
ably in the Crookes tubes the force that projects the molecules
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is largely electrical repulsion, but even here it is open to ques-
tion. We know that under suitable conditions, the material of
the electrode is volatilized and the vapor deposited on the walls
of the chamber or other surface within it. Prof. Wright, somie
years ago,, investigated the formation of these coatings and pro-
duced in this way beauttiful metallic 1 irrors. Prof. Crookes, in
a paper read before the PRoyal Society, June 1t, t891,' upon
"I Electrical Evaporation," describes experiments to determine the
increase in the ainount of vapor formed under the influence of the
electric discharge, as com-pared with that produced by heat alone
at the saine temperature. Water shows a decided increase in
evaporation when conneeted to the negative pole of the coil, and
metals vaporize at temperatures at whieh they would not under
ordiniary conditions vaporize at all.
Prof. Wright, in a private letter to me, states that to obtain
his metallic imirror deposits, it was necessary to use a small wire
one-fourtlh of a millhietre or so in diameter for the electrode, in
order to concentrate the electric action. This was frequenitly
heated red hot. The best vacuum for the purpose was 3-3-I- to
-f- of an atmuosphere. With a higher vacunm, the metallic
vapor spread out aind deposited all around on the vessel instead
of being confined to the object to be covered. With the proper
vacuuin, and a coil capable of giving a spark of four or five centi-
metres in length, the discharge near the electrode is dense vapor,
whieh gives uisulally the characteristic mnetallic spectrum, and in
this the surface to be coated nust be placed. If placed too far
from the electrode the deposit is sooty. In this experiment the
electric energy vaporizes the metal partly by raising the temper-
ature of the electrode, and partly by the direct action of electric
forces. The vapor formed is hot enough, that is, the molecules
separated have motion enough to give the light required for the
characteristic spectrum. The tension of the vapor is sufficient
to force back the gas, and almost exelude it from the space near
the electrode, further away the vapor mixes with the cooler gas,
the vapor molecules give up to the gaseous mllolecules some of
their motion, and then coalesce into a mnetallic drust that gives a
sooty deposit on a surface in that region.
The case is exactly that of the vapor issuing from a tea-kettle
under atmospheric pressure. The vapor forces back the air and
1. Am. Jou,r. of Sci., xiii, 49, and xiv, 169.
2. T'he Electrecian (London), xxvii., 197.
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at a short distance froom the spout is pure aqueous vapor. A
little further awav it mnixes withi the cool air and condenses into
a cloud of liquid particles.
But in all these cases where vaporization is aided by electrical
forces, the results are obtain-ed by thie use of great differences of
potential-thousands of volts; while in tlhe incandescent lamp the
diferenee is never much over one hundred volts.
And, moreover, all incandescent lamps, whether inade for 110,
50, 30, or 7i volts, blacken wlhen run at an abnormal voltage.
The blackening depends upon the tein pe-aitUre of the filament,
and not npon the absolnlte potenitial difference in the lamp.
Surely, if electrical forces played anly part in the vaporization of
the carbon, the efect should be greater in a 110 than in a V- or
even a 50-volt lanp.
Let us consider for a mioment the other objection to the vapor-
ization theory, that carbon cannot be vaporized except at an
enormouLsly high temperature. What proof is there that it can-
not be? The fact that carbon cannot be melted or even soft-
ened at any temperature we can produce, has been adduced as
proof that it cannot be vaporized. But there are maniy solids
that can be vaporized, although they cannot be melted.
Ainnonium chloride is a notable example. Ice cannot be
nelted in a vacunm, although it will rapidly vaporize. Ice will
also vaporize rapidly under full atmospheric pressure at a tem-
perature below the melting poinit, if the vapor formed is kept
out of the way by a current of air.
Depretz, some fifty years ago,' experimeentediupon carbon at
higlh temperatures, first in a vacnum anid then under pressure in
an inert gas. In a vacuLum the carbon was rapidly vaporized and
deposited on the walls of the vessel, and broke before a temper-
ature could be reached at which it showed signis of softening.
UJnder a pressure of three atmospheres, however, in an atmos-
phere of nitrogen, a much higlher te iperature was reached, and
when the carbon rod broke it sometimnes bent by its own weight
in the form of a letter S. He was also able to weld together
sticks of carbon by meanis of the electric current, probably one
of the earliest instances of electric welding.
It is a well known fact that in the electric arc, carbon exists in
the forin of vapor. The vapor often condenses on the cooler
negative carbon, producing a sort of mushroom growth. That
1. Comptes Rendus, xxviii. and xxix.
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it is not in the fori,n of a finely divided solid inl the are is evi-
dent froml the faint luminosity, and froml- the fact that tlhe are
gives the carboni spectriii. Carboni vapor is, as slhown by the
spectrum, also foutnd in the non-lumillon-As base of a eoal gas
fane, but the mioleeules soon begin to coalesce into carbon dust
hichl;, raised to in-candeseence, gives the luminosity to the flame.
We caninot very inueh increase the luminiosity of a gas flame by
raising its temiiperature by forced draft or hot blast, as the in-
creased temperature prevents the condensation into solid dust
and may destroy thle lumninosity altogetlher. Dr. Nichols' has
pointed oUt that the temperature of a gas flame is not far from
that of the filamenit of a stable incanideseent lamp, and called
attention to the bearmig of this fact upon anly attempts to im-
prove the incandescent lamp by raising the temperature of the
filamen-t.
I thinik the facts and considerations I have brouglht to your
uotice, show niot only that there is no reason for denying the va-
porization of the carbon filameit, but that there is every reason
for believing that suelh vaporization takes place, and wlhether
that vaporization is aided to any material degree by the electri-
cal forces or niot, it is subject to tlhe same laws as the vaporiza-
tion of otlher suLbstances.
What is vaporization ? Modern theories of the constitution of
matter assnmile tlhat the inolecules of all bodies are in a state of
m-lotion. In consequence of this nmotion, somie of the m olecules
at thle free suLrface of some liqtuids and solids fy beyond the
sphere of molecular attraction that binds them in the liquid or
solid form, and when once beyond that attractioni they continiue
on in straight lines until turned from their course by impact with
oother m. olecules or with the boundary of the space in which the
body is.
These free moleenles constitute the vapor of the substance.
Place a lumip of ice under a bell-jar perfectly void of otlher
matter. Molecules will leave its free s-urface aind shoot across
the space in straight lines to tlhe walls, where they will rebound
and on their return may collide with other molecuLles, or may go
back and join their fellows in the solid lump. But the numnber
of mlolecules that escape, will exceed those that return until, if
the teomperature be zero centigrade, the pressure. of the vapor
eaches 446 uillimetres of inercury, at which pressure the return-
1. Electric Club Pamphlets, No. 24.
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inig molecules will exactly inake uip for tlhose that escape, and
the ice will nio longer lose. Suppose thie bell-jar had contained air.
It wouLld make no difference to the fact of vaporization. If the
ice is at such a temperature that the molecules escape at all, they
will still escape when the air is present, bult many of thei will
at once collide with air molecules and be turned back, and the
result will be tlhat there will sooni be so many vapor molecules in
the layer next the ice, that the retnLrrninlg molecuiles will nearly
equal the escaping nmolecules, and evaporation will take place
very slowly; but all the while solme molecules of the ice vapor
will find their way among the air molecules to greater and
greater distanlees, and tlhe perfect balan-ce between the ouLtgoing
anid retuLrning nolecules will not take place until, at the same
temperature, the nuLiber of the free molecules is the samne as
before. Suppose inl the first instance, when we lhad the vacuuM
to start with, tlhe bell-jar was kept at a te:miperature of sav- 50,
while the ice remained at -0°, some vapor molecules would coa-
lesce to form frost oni the inner surface of the 'bell-jar, and since
the pressure of aqneous vapor at - 50 is only 3.1, wlhile at 00 it
is 4.6 mm. of mercuLry, there will be a constant flow of vapor to-
ward the walls until the lunmp of ice is all gone. If under the
sarne conditions, as to temperature, the bell-jar containis air, pre-
eisely the sam e thing will take place, except mnLich more slowly.
If thel air in the bell-jar be at - 50 the vapor molecuiles in their
collisions with the air molecules will lose some of their motion,
some of tlhemn will coalesce to form frost crystals in the air,, and
we might have a clouid or even a fall of snow. If our lumnp of
ice were made the negative electrode of an inductioin coil thie
agitation of its moleeules would no doubt be increased, more of
its surface molecuLiles mnight be driven off, and with greater veloc-
ity, they might go in straight lines to much greater distanices
before being deflected, but it would in no way alter the general
result. The presence of air wTomld 1etard both the deposit of
frost oin the walls, and the waste of the lump of ice.
The bearing of all this upon the action going on in the incan-
deseent lamp is obvious. At the high teumperature of the carbon
filament, carbon nolecules do sometimes get beyond the reach of
meolecular attraction. These molecules will, when -once they
leave the filament, if there is nothinlg in. their path, go straiglmt
to. the walls of the chamber. Because of the lower tempera-
ture of the walls, the molecules will lose something of their
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motion by the imnpact, and, after successive collisions, will have
lost so mnuch that they will coalesce and form a coating of solid
carbon oni the walls.
The condition here is precisely the same as that of the ice in
vacno. The free moleenLles of carbon constitute a true carbon
vapor. Nothing that we know of carbon warrants us in deny
ing tlhis, and all we do know favors the conclnsion. The maxi-
mnLim tension of the vapor is extremelv low, equivalent to saying
the velocity of the molecules is small, hence the presence of a
gas of low pressure is sufficient to check the motion and cause
the molecules to quickly acenmulate at the inaximnum density
near the carbon filamelnt, when the mnolecules will return to it
as rapidly as they escape.
But in the lamp a new condition is met with, one that would
be hardly appreciable in the bell-jar in our ice experiment. In
consequence of the great difference of temperaturle between the
filamient and the walls, convection cnrrents will be set up in any
gas contained in the chaimber. T'he layer of saturated vapor
near the filamenit will be carried away by these cnrrents of gas,
leaving roomn for the formation of more -vapor and further waste
of the filament. But there is a great difference in gases as to the
formation of convection currents anid it is, therefore, inot a matter
of indiference what gas is used in t1he lamp clamber. It should
be a gas in which conivection currents are a minimnum.
Gases of great molecular weight, like bromine and iodine, pos-
sess the desired qualities, and when used in proper quantity in
the lamp chlamber not only prevenit th-e blackening but retard in
some degree the waste of the filament, If we could in any way,
by mnechanical means or otherwise, still further check the circu-
lation of the gas within the lamp chamber, we should still fur-
ther check the waste of the filament and prolong the life of the
lamnp.
I call your attention again to the results of the experiments
with bromine lamps. finder all coniditions of running at normal
or abnormal temperatures they blacken less than high vacuum
lamups, they also increase less in resistance, and, therefore, for
both reasons their candle power is better m-aintained. I have
shown that this is just what we should expect from all known
laws of the formation and condensation of vapors. I h-ave, per-
haps, spent more time than was needful upon the qniestion of the
electrical agency in the formation and carrying of the vapor, but
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there seemed to be such an air of mystery surrounding the
"Crookes tube effect," or "electric carrying," or passage in
"straight lines," that I thought it worth while to try and clear
that up, so far, at any rate, as it relates to incandescent lamps.
It all comes to this, that electrical vaporization-vaporization
mainly produced by the direct action of electrical forces-is
only observed in connection with great differences of potential,
sufficient to give sparks several centimetres long in air. The
rectilinear motion is only a conisequence of tlhe freedom from in-
terference. In the incandeseent lamp the potential differences are
;small, the temperature is higher than that of a gas flame wlhere
carbon vapor does exist. Wfhy, then, should it not exist in the
lamnp, as a result of the high temperature alone ? Recognizing
its formnatioln there, and considering all the various coniditions
that exist in the lamp chamber, it is seen at once that the light
and inobile gases might, although they prevent the blackening of
tlhe walls of the chlamber inerease the waste and shorten the life
of the filament, and we are led at once to the selection of a
heavy and viscous gas. Witlh sulch a gas in the lamilp, and a
properly proportioned filament, the initial efEciency may be
carried as high as in the vacnnumi lainps and the efficiency and
illnmuinating power will be well preserved to the end. Since
the resistance of the filament does not inerease, it has not the
advantage of working at a lower and lower temperature as is so
often the case with the vacuum lamps, the strains due to sudden
changes of temperature in extinguishinig and relighting the lamps
are greater because of the higher teimperature, alnd it is to be
expected that tlhe rupture of the filaiment will occur earlier in
its life. But experien-ce goes to show that the bromine lamp
will outlast the e cient life of the vacu-um lamp and give a
more satisfactory, because a imore uniform, service.
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-DISCUSSION.
THE PRESIDENT:-I will call on Prof. Robb, of Hartford, to
openi the discussion.
PROF. Wi LISPENARD ROBB :-I thinik I voice the sentiment
of the INSTITUTE in saying that we are indebted to Professor
Anthony for a very interesting paper on a most important sub-ject. I have been more and more impressed of late with tlhe
great need of a lam-p of constant efficiency, rather than of a
lai p of high in-itial, but constantly decreasing, efficiency. All
the work of imanuLfacturers of late seems to have been devoted
to getting lamips of as hiighi initial efficiency as possible, and con-
seqniently we have lamps whose candle power decreases very
appreciably fromz week to week, and mouth to mnonth. :1 ow, in
a large roon, that does not cause any very great difficulty, be-
cause after the service has been going on for sonme time therte
will be a continual renewal of laimps, and we shall soon get into
a condition where we will have an average amoutnt of light in
the room. But in the application of electricity to honse light-
ing, where we have from one to fouir lamps in a room, it is a
cause of great annoyance to have lamnps, which frst give ont
sixteenl candle power, and at the end of six weeks or two
nontlhs give twelve canidle power. Professor Anthony seemns
to have pointed ont a way to overcome this diffieLlty. I
confess the first lamp I ever saw of the Warinag comupany's
manufacture rather prejudiced ine against the lamps. I remenm-
ber having a few submitted to miie by the Il'artford Electric
Light Company for test, and finding that they required about
4.5 watts per candle power. That was at tlhe timne whlen the
Waring Electric Com pany was using filaments which were maru-
faetnred for use in high vacnumn lamps. Before shutting down
they were maniufacturinig lamps which had cormiparatively high
efficiencies. I have never seen before, tlhe resnlt of any tests of
Waring lamps made 'Under normal conditions, but they evidently
coincide with what was expected froin the tests whicih various
electricians have made of the lamp nder fomiced con1ditions.
There is, however, a certahi valne to be attached to the tests
Under forced conditions. As is We1l known, the deterioration in
candle power of an incanedeseent lamp is very different on a
cominercial circuit from what it is in an ordinary test oni a
battery. TI e deterioration is eansed to a great extent by the
abnormaally hig voltages whlich are furnished by nearly all com-
inercial comnpanies at certain tiines, and the forced tests certainly
show the advantage of bronmine lamps in withstanding this hard
nusage.
I fully agree with Prof. Anthony in his opinion that the
blackeniing of the bulb is ehiefly due to the evaporation of the
carbon. We have three theories put forward to explain the
wasting away of the carbon and the consequent blackening of
the lamp. We have the air-washing theory what we inight call
the Crookes effect theorry, and the theory of simple ordinary
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evaporation. Now it seems to me, if it is ani air-washing phle-
nonenion, due to convection eurrents, this air-washiing mitst be
nearly proportional to thie temperature of the filamrent. If it is an
electrical phenomenon, it must be approximately proportional to
the voltage at whieh the lamp run-s. Now what do we find ? The
most coinplete tests that I am acquainted with in regard to the
efficiency of electric lanmps, are an exhanLstive set wlhieh was
made at Zurich by Professor 1I. F. Weber, to whom we are
iindebted for those extremnely valuable tests of the efficiency of
the Franikfort-Lauffen transmnission plant. I selected at random
a test of wlhat he deioiominates the newest Edison lamp. [he
lamp was tmarked 16 caandle power at 100 volts. Hle states that
at lu0 volts and a fracti6n, it gave 16 candle power with an effi-
cienLcy of 3.04 watts per candle power anid that the filament was
at a temperatulre of 1.5730 C. At 108 volts and a fraction, he
gives the candle power as 25.8, the efficiency as 2.25 watts per
candle power, and the temperature as 1610° C. We have
there a difference in voltage of eiglht volts, and a difereniee in teni
perature of 87 degrees. Now it seems to ine that a diffeerenee in
temperature of 37 degrees in that part of the scale, that is from
15730 to 16100, would not produce any great difference in air-
washing-anything like enoLngh to account for the difference in
the rate of blaclkening of the bulb of the lamp when run at those
two different efficiencies, at 3 watts per candle power and at 21
watts per candle pow er. Nor conld a difference of S volts, fromn
100 to 108 volts, cause sufficient dliference in any electrical
phenomeneon to cause the great difference in the rate of blacken-
ing. But it seenms to me that thle rate of evaporationi at those
two different temperatures could be very different. If we coii-
sider tbe evaporation of ice, or what bears more fully on this
sulbject thanaiany other research I know of, one by Professors
Ramsay an-d Young on rate of evaporation of caimplhor under
different pressures and at different temperatulres-we shall finid
that a very sliglht differenee in the pressure, or a very slight dif-
ference in the temperature, when you are at a certain point on the
scale, can canse a veIr great difference in the rate of evaporation.
It seems to nine, therefore, that of the three explaiiations, that is,
air-waslhing, the Crookes effect anid evaporation, the theory of the
wearing away of the carbon by evaporation puire aiud simple is
the one which is most in accordance with the experinmental facts.
THE PRESIDENT :-Gentlemen, before calling on the otlher
members for remarks, I wotld say that I have two comumulica-
tions here, one from Professor Elihu Thonmson anid the other
fromAMr. Edward P. Thompsoni. Is it your wish to hear these
before the rest of the discussioni or subsequently?
DnP PUPIN and otlhers:-Before.
TILE PRESIDENT :-In the absence of the Secretary I will read
them. This is from Professor Elihn Thompson.
PROF. ELIHu THOMSON :-The facts and reasoning put forward
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in Professor Anthony's paper are the tniore interesting to nme, as
his conclusion as to the cause of blackening of bulbs or "age
coating," agrees with my own view of the matter, a view which
I have had for several years, and whichl I brought out last year
in a paper on the Life of Ineandeseei t Lamps in the Leid A
Quarterly (Lelhigh University). It lhas been kiuown for a long
time past that the very hiighest vacuun was niot so beneficial to
the life of lamps as a more moderate exlhaustion; and Mr Edison
patented the use of a residual elhlorine atmosphere in about 1883.
A residual bromine or iodine vapor would appear to be possibly
better than chlorine, but in the same line of work, and owing to
the close ehemical relations of the three elemenits, any effect ob-tairnable with one miight be expected to be obtained in a greater
or less degree fromi the substitution of another, or even the sub-
stitution of two others together in the builb. A mixed brorine
and iodine vapor may give even better results, or a mixed chlo-
rine and bromiuie or iodine. After all, the merit of such admix-
tures, or even of tlle use of a diluent like bromine, may require
some fuirther experience to settle. It is a well known fact that
ineandeseent lamps starting with a rather low vacuum often in-
prove their vacuuin automatically duiring the run. My opi-nion
as to the cause of this irmiprovement has long been, that the frst
beginning of the production of soot or separation of solid carbon
at normal potentiils, eauses, by the separated carboni particles,
absorption of the residual gas so as to improve the vacuum.
Fine carbon has, as is known, a powerfuil gas absorbing ten-
denicy, and althLough the amount formned may be so slight as to
be totally imperceptible in the builb, it miay still be present in
sufficient quantity to halve the effect noted.
The bearing of these facts on the sustainled brillianev of a
lamp started with a lower vacuimn is evident, If the gas pres-
ent be yradutally taken{t , tie eiene'y of g//ig production
wil rise ornd compensate for the change n the flament as the
tilme goes by.
I agree with Professor Anthony, anid my views were brought
out in the paper- above referred to, that the age coating is more
evidently dute to simple vaporization- of carbon, than to the many
cauises whieh have beeni assumed for it. I quite agree with hiim
that the carbon leaving the filament is vaporous, but; I tlhink it
must condense at once just outside the filameent, and not pass out
into the bulb as vapor in ordinary cases. I have a 25-volt Tnean-
descent lamnp in my possession which was accidently eolnnected
for a mo rLent to alternating mains of large carrying capacity of
1,000 volts potential diferer/ce. The lamp actually survived time
shock, and is in good condition witlh cuie exception. WYhile the
bulb glass is perfectly clean and clear, there exists a flocculent
mass of soot which is coherent and falls about within the lamp.
It is a comparatively large mass, anid at first surrou-nded the fila-
ment as a delicate mantle, evidenitly formed by a dense evolution
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of carbon vapor condensing immediately around the carbon in
the vacuous space. Here the age coating (?) was too dense to
reach the sides of the bulb. 'the lamp, however, is a significant
example of the normal action of vaporization highly intensified.
The filament retains its steely lustre.
Contrary to the statemnent of the paper that no shadow on the
bulb is ever formied, except from the metal vapor, I am conifident
that I have seenl it in series lamps when the carbon broke, and in
cases of as sudden evolution of carbon vapor as of the metal
vapor from the supporting wires. In a good vacuum, the carbon
vapor condensing would give particles wlhich would move in
rectilinear paths as the metallic vapors. The shadow effect is
dependent on a, local evolution of vapor, witlh a part of the wire
or filament between the poinit of evolution (as the joint) and the
opposite glass surface. It would not be expected where the
evolution of carbon vapor is nearly uniform fromn all parts of
the carbon filamenit as in the normnal wear of the carbon. I am
also confident that I have seeii platinuin shadows, where only
platinium aid no copper was present with the carbon.
As bearing on the statem-nent of the paper that the carrvinig of
a current through a gas seems to be anl electrolytic action, and
confirming the same, I inay say that I have a lamnp which has
copper terminals in the bulb, and which shows attached to the
copper wires, fine hair-like or leaf-like projections, evidently pro-
duced by current passing the vacuous space between the wires
and carrying copper, the development resembling lead and other
metallic trees formed by electrolysis of solutions. Lamps have
been known to short-circuit fromn this catise.
1, at one time, experiimiented on arcs formed betweeni metal
electrodes in a highly vacuous chamber, and found that it was
easy to coat objects with metallic shining mnirrors- silver giving
a very bright coating. With a large current the effect is instan-
tarneoLLs.
The paper states that " The fact that carbon caninot be melted,
or even softened, at any temperature we can produce, has been
adduced as proof that it cannot be vaporized." This is not
strictly a correct statemient. Carbon can readily be softened and
bent at temperatures approaching that of the positive crater of
an are lamp, as I have provTed conclusively. I have somne bent
sticks in my possession made from straiglht sticks of five-six-
teentibs carbon. TIhbe carbon in the crater of alarge are is always
soft and puitty-like. As a matter of opinion, I think that carbon
will readily melt when subjected to the highest ineandescence
surrounded by inert gas at very high pressure. I anm not aware
that the experiment has yet been tried under extreme conditions.
I think no one now doubts that the are stream, or flame be-
tween the carbons of an arc lamp, is due to carbon vapor and
not to carbon particles evolved from the crater surface.
I am glad that Professor Anthony has put forward in such a
clear and comiprehensive manner, the arguments slhowing that
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slow evaporation of solid carbon is the true cause of lamp bulb
blackening. HIow often it is that comnplicated theories are put
forward to account for siimple facts, wlven at last it may be found
that suclh tl-heories were never needed. Little lurther proof is
needed to establish thl-e fact thlat simaple evaporationi at the I igh
temperatur e anmply accouints for wear of carbon in incandescent
lamps, and for crater emanation in arcs.
M/In. EDWARD P. THoMPsoN:-The authoro has alluded to t41e
question as to whether aiiy inijurious action takes place between
m:iercury and highly ineandeseenit carbon. I made repeated and
eruicial experiments upon this subject, but have not heretofore
published an accounit of them. They mnay, perlaps, be appropri-
ately considered as a part of this discuission. ProfessoI Antlhony,
as I remember, states that it does niot seem probable that iner-
cury vapor exists in the lamiip, which during exhaustion hlas a
direct connection with liquid mercury. One object of my ex-
perimnent was to be absolutely sure that the flamlient was in anl
atmosphere of mercury, and tlhen to tu-rni on the current anid raice
tlhe temperature to whiteness, probably 3,OOO'; I, tlherefore, put
mere-ury into a lamp and boiled the mnerecurv for half an hour, let-
ting the excess of vapor pass out of the la ip. The boiling was
effected by burying he lamnp bulb in sand which was heated
greatly above the boiling point of niei cury. At firt the
air- as crowded ouit, tlheni a imiixture of air and mereciry,
and finally, nothing but lure mnercury vapor and boiling mner-
eury remained in the buLl' with the filiment. The vapor coulld
be seen issuing at a distanee from the ouitlet, and further still,
condensinog noon a cold suirface. Tlhe filament was, therefore,
surrounded by an atinospherme of mercuiry. In suich a state the
currenlt was passed througlh the filainent, whielc did niot burni up
in thie m-ereurial atmnosphere, as it would hiave done in oxygeni or
maany other substa iees which are combinable with mercury.
Perhaps no better condition can ever be obtained for practically
proving that mnercury will n-ot combinie f reely with carbon
direetly at a higlh temperature. The atmosphere was riel in
mereury, being actually all mercury. The filamient was at a
whiite incandeseelnce. Ihe experimienit wvas continued for half
ani hlour, and was repeated with differenit lamnps twenty-five timnes.
These experimenits, as thius fa- described, proved certainly that
carbon and mnereury do not freely coinbinie; but how abouit a
slow eombnbustion While the mercury was escaping, the lamnpls
were sealed and cooled, and the mereuiry allowed to run into a
little tube extending from the lanmp, so that this tuibe couilcd he
sealed off, and the remaining mercury liq-uid thbis removed from
the bulb of the lamn). These lamps lasted alhost uniformly
only about fifty lours, because the ilamenits were slowly con-
sumed by the mnercury vapom. The condensationi of the mercury
had left so perfect a vacuum as to the air, tlhat a trace of the mer-
cury vaporized anid formed an attenuated atmnosphere of mereury.
This resuilt agrees with those of others m-lade in other directions.
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For examuple, it has been. noticed by those who exhiaust lamups,
that it is not well to continue the exhaustion too long for the
lamps do not last so long,. and the reason is thought to be that
whenl the vacuum is too complete, a point is reached wlhere tlhe
iercury of the puLmp vaporizes aid surrounds and destroys the
filam-ent. Mercury appears, therefore, as one of the heavy gases,
wnich should not exist in an incandescent electric lamnp.
ME. JOHN W. HOWELL:-In my discussion of Prof. Anthony's
paper, I will consider first the blackening of lamps, and then the
effect of heavy gases in lamps. The theory which Prof. Anthony
hias set forth in regard to the blackening of laimps by evap-
oration, has been accepted as the proper explanationi of onie kind
of blackeninig by lan p manufacturers. But all blackening is not
caused by evaporation as I will show later. Carbon filaments can
be softened very easily. If a little weight be fastened at the end
of the loop of a filament and it be run at a pressure a little
above its iiormal, it can be bent in any shiape. The filameent will
be just as rigid in its new position as it was before. I have seen
an incandescent filament in an upright position so softened by an
excessive current that it would not sustain its own weight; it
wilted, so that the parallel legs crossed one another. When the
current was turnied off the carbon was perfectly rigid in its new
position. The molecules of carbon set free by evaporation, fly
from the filament as Prof. Anthony says, in straiglht lines They
are projected fromn every part of the filament anld do, contrary to
Prof. Anthony's opinion cast shadows on the globes. The reason
why they do not cast shadows in mYlost lamps is that the filamenit
is not all in one plane, they are twisted somewhat, so there is nlo
part of the glass that is shielded by one leg from molecules pro-jected from the other. But if the two legs of tlhe filamnent are
in the samne plane it will make a shadow always. I bhave lamps
here which show carbon shadows very distinctly. I have thenm
both large and snmall; buit I think the large onies are more easily
seeni thai-t th-ie small ones. That lamp [showing] hbs a complete
shadow enitirely arouind it; a comiiplete linie fromn which balf
the blackening is shielded. There is blackening in incanides-
cent lamps which does not proceed from the filament in rectilin-
ear lines and whieh is not caused by evaporation. I will show
a lamp which has very plain evidence of blackeninig in it, in
such a position that it could not possibly lhave proceeded in
straight lines from the filament, becauise there is a pieee of glass
inside the lamp, the underside of which is blackened, wlhere it is
completely shielded froin the carbon.
Here [showinig] is a lamp which has a line whichI looks like
the shadow of the filame-nt, but wlicih passes around the laimp in
a plane perpendicuLlar to the plane of the filamnent. I wvould like
to have some o-ne account for it; I am sure that I cannot.
1lere [showing] is onie that has several bands running around
the lamp in this way. I would be very glad to have Prof.
Anthony explain the blackeniing of this lamp.
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This [showing] is an incandescent platinum lamnp-it shows a
well defined shadow ctaused by evaporation.
Blackening is not tihe chief cause of the fall of candle power
in lamps; some lamps lose their candle power anrd sh1ow very
little blackening, while other lariios get quite blacl and lose little
candle power: 115 volt lampps will lose their candle power and
blackeni very little inideed. This loss is due to changes in the
structure of the filamnent, or in its surface, which reduce the can-
dle power considerably with very little blackening. The fila-
.ments of low volt lamps are much more stable than the filaments
of high volt lamnps; low volt lamps often show considerable
blackening with very little loss of canidle power.
The effect of gases in lamps is well known, anid is clearly
stated in patents of Edison and Scribrier. Gases have not been
used commercially in lamps, because the results of experimnents
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have shown, to the satisfaction of the people who inade them,
that the total effect of a g;is in a lamp was disadvantageous. In
the exhanstionl of lamps, gases are very often left in the bulb,
and the amount of gas in the builb has a very great effect on the
candle power curve of the lamp. A lamp whieh is perfectly
exhauLsted should give a candle power curve which is a straiglht
line. The angle between this linie and the datum linie indicates
the quality of the filament. If a laimp is not perfectly exhausted
this will nlot be a straight line. The effect of the residual gases
in the lamp is to change the character of the candle power curve
of the lamip. The vacuum will impprove as the lam-p is burned.
The coolipg effect of the gas will dimyinhish and the candle power
will rise, and then go off in. a straight linie. The aoenunt of this
rise of candle power will depend on the amount of gas in the
globe. A rise of 30 per ceint. in candle power can be produced
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in this way. If too much residuial gas be left in a lamp, the op-
posite effect will be produced, the candle power will fall at first,
then rise a little, and finally start off in a straight line. These
effects are produced by the residual gases which are left in the
lamp in its normal exhaustion, not by other gases, such as bro-
miine. The lamps from which Professor Anthony makes his
tables are 54-volt lamps of 25 and 28 candle power. Those are
the veiy best type of lamps which can be made. A 54-volt
lamnp is as good a lamp as can be made, much better than a similar
high volt lamp. A 32 candle power or a 28 candle power lamp is
better than a lowell or higher candle power lamp. In manufactur-
ing lamps there are reasons why you would expect better results
from a 50-volt 32 candle power lamp than almost any other kinld
of lamps. In the bromine lamps a-nd vacuum lamps which
Professor Anthony compares there are two differences. One has
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FIG. 2, Novak Lamnps (16 c. r. 115 volts.) Tested at 3AW. per candle.
an atmosphere of bromine, and thle other is a vacunm lamp.
There is also anlothler difference, which is not stated inl the paper,
and which I infer fromn the knowledge of the Waring proce3ss,
whlich was brought oult in the late litigation between the WVaring
company and the Edison company. This differenlce is due to
the fact that the brominle lamps are exhausted without current.
The occlulded gases which are driven out in ordinary conditions
of exhaustion are allowedl to remain in those lamnps. These bro-
mline lamps are exhausted cold. The bromine is passed throngh
themn a coulple of times and thenl they are sealed off. The re-
sidual gases which are left in these Ia ips produce the variable
effects I have referred to, so that in the comparison betweenl the
bromine lamps and the vacnnmn lamnps as hle mYade it, there are
twro differences and not one. We have two experiments carried
on at the same timne, and all the effects credited to one of them.h
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These bromine lamnps whtich Professor Antlhony tested wlhieh
ran foir 600 hours anid mnaintained their candle power, would
h-ave 'been excellent lamnps if they had not broken so quickly.
Their b)reakage is very normal. Bnt the vacuulm lamnps he com-
pares with themt are poor lamps. The com-nparison is not made
between the best vacuutn lai ip and the best bromine lamnp
I lhave a ecirve [Fig. 1] slhowinig the results of a test miiade on
good vacuum lamps of 52 volts and 32 candle power. The his-
tory of these lamps is as follows: When the conisolidation oc-
cuirred between the Thomson-IHonston and the Edison companies
there were two lamp factories in operation, one at HIarrison anid
one at Lynn. In order to cornpare the methods in nse at the
two factories, larmips were made in each place and sent to the
other place for test. The Lynn people senit us lamps and we
tested them in com-lparison witlh our lamups, and we sent themn
lamips whiclh they tested in comparison with their lamps. We
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FIG. 3_ Novak Lamps.
rtlade several kinlds, and I will show youL the el;urve of the 50-volt;
32 candle power lamnps. Trhe tests were niade at Lynn by people
whl-o were somewbat opposed to us arld who would not favor the
lamps. These are good vacuumn lamps of 50 volts and 32 csandle
powser aiid are fit t;o coiorpare bi-omine lamps witli. Tlhey tested
18 lamnps wliich were ruil for 1,0010 hours aiid no lamp broke.
The candle power is plotted in. percentages of the initial candle
power. The cai dle power at the end of 100 hourshad risen_ 15
per ceDrt. and at the end of 1,000 hours it was still above 100 per
ceint. No lamp there had fallen as low as it originally start.--d,
and at the end of 1,000 bours no lamp had broken. This is a
very remrarka.ble result aild coulld -not bave been obtaiiied from
higlil voltlamnps. These lamips are good lamnps of SC) volts 32
candle power and will bear corswparisou with thelanops which
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Prof. Anthony shows as good bromninie lamups. But the vacuum-
lamps lhe tested were not good lamps.
'I'he efficiency of these lamips is showni on these lower lines.
They are practically straiglit hiiues. They started at 3 watts per
candle and at the e-nd of the test, they were still watts per can-
dle. These are ideal lam}ps, according to Prof. Anthony, in all
bhlt one respect-they did not break. But w1vhy does the author
mTlake short life one of the clhavacteristies of his ideal lamlp ?
Tlhese tests wI ich Prof. AntoionCy quLotes would not satisfy me
if f were lhaving tests made in a factory. He took lamips whieh
vaiied thbee or four per ceIlt. in voltage anid tested thei 1 at an
average voltage. In makinig hanip tests every lamni slhould be
set up at its own proper voltage. There should be no aveeraginig
of voltages; some of those lamps were burnled at a higher pres-
sure than their norinal rating and some at a lower pressure.
Yo-u will find that those burnied at the higher voltbge than their
rating broke, anid those burned at a lower voltage lasted, and of
the lamps which at the end were 29 candle power there was one
rated originally 55.8 volts which was burned at 54.15 volts.
That lamp w\'as not burned at 29 candles at all; it was burned at
23. When they tested for candle power they raised this lainp
to 29 candles. I would not be satisfied with that kind of testing.
I admllire onie thing about this test. The pressure was lheld con-
stant to 1-100 of a volt which is extremelyT accurate work, and
not in keeping with the rest of the work done.
I have been speakin-g of 115-volt lamps and 55-volt lamnps. I
have mLade tests of a great many No\ Nk lamps. Duiring the late
unpleasantness between the Waring Electric Coinpany and the
General Electric Company we bought a great many lai ips direct-
ly from the factory of the Waring Electric Comipany. I lhad
tlhen tested in the factory unider my supervision, but I did not
test aiy .50-volt lamps. We generally test 15-volt lamps or
thereabouts ; it is the m:lost usual type of lamp sold. It is also a hard
lamp to make. I have brought with me results of sonie tests on
Novak It5-volt lanps and you will find they are very different
from curves on 50-volt lamps.
There [Fig. 2] are curves of 19 Novak lamps of 16 candle
power 115 volts. They were tested at 31 watts per canidle. The
canidle power I repiesenit here in percentages. They start at a
c, ndle power whieh is clesignated by 100 per cent; they do not hold
conistant at all. Thev drop right down. They also break very
rapidly. The breakage is ifiarked1 on the curves. At 500 hours
they were half gone. It took those lamps just 250 hiours to arrive
,at the candle power at which 1'rof. Anthony to-i ight describes
lamps as practically dead. Referring to his vaeuum lamps, he
states that at the end of 400 hours they are practicallv dead. At
that time they had reached 80 per cent. of their original candle pow-
er. 'T'hese lamps reached that point at 250 liours and they are bro-
mnine lainps. I do not consider themn dead, however. 1 do not
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agree witlh him at all that a lamp which lhas lost 20 per cent is dead.
I thiink he is entirely wrong in saying that a 25 candle power lamp
whicli has fallen to 20 candle power is practically dead.
In tests which I have made oni bromine lamps I found quite a
variation in the early part of the curves. I mean the curves
which I sketched on the blackboard as the curves due to residual
gases. It is natural to expect a variation in that curve because
the residualgas is left in it and in combination with other gases
it causes rather erratic movements. Figure 3 shows the per-
formnances of two individual laimps. These lamps belong to a lot
which I set up for test which when averaged up made an average
nniforn curve, The two lamps started together. Their candle
power is represented by 100 per cent. At the end of 35 hours one
lamp h-ad gained 28 per cent. in candle power and the other lamp
had lost 20- per cent. At the end of 35 hours two lamps which
started together differed 48 per cent. in candle power. The
lamp which rose 38 per cent. then fell off, and the lamp which
fell 20 per ceint. rose againi, according to the theory which 1 have
expounded.
Bromine gas in a lamp undoubtedly is an advantage in pre-
venting blackening. In the lamps that I tested there was very-
little blacke-ning. But I do not agree at all with Prof. Anthony
that it also prevents the wasting away, or clharnge in resistance of
the carbon. At least it does not on 115-volt lamps. These
115-volt Novak lainps increase in resistance very materially-
they inierease in resistance more rapidly than good vacuum lainps.
I do not know of any other advantage which a bromine gas or
any other gas has in a lamp, except preventing blackening. It
does not prevent the fall in candle power. It does, however,
have some disadvantages. A gas in a lamp conducts beat, and
you have got to run the lamp at a higher candle power in order
to get its original efficiency. That niecessarily shortens the life
of the lamp, as is abunidantly shown by the experience of the
lamp up to date. It does not prevent the disintegration of the
filament. The resistance increases very materially, and the candle
power drops fully as rapidly as it does in a good vacuum lamp.
It is my opinioni, and I believe that all the facts which are known
and wlhich are before the public to-day in regard to the bromine
lamp confirm that opinion. Indeed, I state it as a fact that the
weight of evidence is in favor of the conclusion that the disad-
vantages of the bromine vapor are greater thani its advantages.
I am sorry that the author came here with such meager data.
I think he should have come lhere better prepared. He should
have had curves which he made hinmself, not on a few lamps, but
on a good many lamps of a good many varieties, and especially
he should have presented tests on 115-volt lamps, because those
lamps are far more generally -used thani others. It is the test of
the lamp-maker's skill to make a good 115-volt 16 candle power
lamp. If any man comes to me and says "Ii can make an ini-
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provement in Iamps," I would say, II Make me lamips of 115 volts
and 16 canidle power." If any process, bromine or other, can
produce 115-volt 16 candle power lamps whieh will show a good
candle power curve, I will be the first maan in the room to
acknowledge the great advantage in the process.
IIR. HNAMMER:-I wish to make just a remark upon one polnt
which Mr. Howell and Professor Elihu Thomipson have already
dwelt on. Sometime ago I made an examlination of over 600
lamps, which had been made at various periods during the last
13 or 14 years. I have here a list of 12 of the different makers'
lamps, representinig 50 in all. Every onle of these shows the
"I phantomn shltdow." I think it is unquestionably a fact that
every lamp in which there is this blackening will sliow a phan-
tom shadow, provided the carbons are in alignment, notwith-
standing the statemient in the paper. I have here a number of
photographs of some of these ";phantom slhadows." Somne of
these photographs have beeni made of lamps in which the
" phantom shadow" is scarcely visible to the naked eye, but
phiotography has brought it out distinetlvy
There is another mLatter I am requested to mentioni that has no
connection with this subject, but it is a very important one. To-
night there is a meeting of western members being held in the
city of Chicago, the first which has been organized under the
plan adopted in November. The meeting has probably just
been called to order. The paper which has been presented here to-
night is being read and discussed there. Through the courtesy of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the Metropol-
itan Telephone and Telegraph Company, and the Chicago Tele-
phone Comnpany, the long distance telephone line between New
York and Chicago, a thousand miles in length, h-as been placed
at the disposal of tile AMERICAN INSTIITJ E OF ELECTRICAL EX-
GINEERS, thus bringing the two meetings, although a thouisand
miles apart, into close commnunion.
The President is requested to step to the telephone and shake
hands, metaphorically speaking, with the Chieago members.
It is only fair in this connection to remember also that the Met-
ropolitan Telephone and Telegraph Company, has for soime time
past, placed at the disposal of the AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERS a telephone exchange connection without
charge. This is spoken of aS I think it is a courtesy that the
members should be aware of. Many of them do not know that
they can avail themselves of it in calling up the Secretary.
DR. HUTCIIINSON:-I move that the President be requested to
extend the congratulations of this meeting to the Chicago meet-
ing. [The mnotion was carried.]
THE PRESIDENT:-IS it your wish tlhat I should call a Vice-
President or some one to the chair so that the discussion should
go on while I extend the congratullations of New York to
Chicago ?
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MR. IIAMMER :-I think that is aii excellent suggestion.
THE PRESIDENT:-Will Mr. Kennelly take the chair for a
rroment ?
[Vice-President Kennelly took the chair.]
Mi. S. E. )OANE :-At the time of the consolidation of the
Thomson and Edison interests, Mr. IHowell and I were very
much gratified to find that we so well agreed in our deductions
fromi tests made independently. My part of the discussion to-
night will be to confirm, withl all the weight that my confirma-
tion- can give, what Mr. Howell has said. We made these 52-
Tvolt 32 candle power carves. I brought them to Harrison from
Lynn a few months ago. All makes of 52-volt 32 candle power
lamps do not behave like these. The lam-nps were excellent lam.ps.
Previous to the appearance of No-vak lamps, tlhe Thomson-Hous-
ton company tested indepencdently for their own iniforination,
various gases in the buLlbs of ineandeseent lamps. Chloriine, I
-thi3k, was the heaviest gas we used. These lamps behaved very
much like ordinary lamps exhausted to various degrees. The
candle powers rose, as Mr. Howell has shown, and then fell
again. In other words, the effect was exactly as if in mnaking
initial measuretnents you had placed a resistanee in series with
the lamp, and had measured the voltage around both lamip and
resistance, taking other measuremients, candle power, etc., as if
the resistancee was not there, and theni had made your future
measurem-ents, and had rurn your lamps with the resistance ie-
moved.
The candle power of the lamp ought not to rise extremely
and it ought not to fall extremely. The ideal lanp, as Professor
Anthony h1as told us to-night, is a lamp in whieh the candle
power is maintained practically constant. If the candle power
be allowed to rise, it should not get beyond the point at which
the carbon is stable. In the case of the 52-volt 32 candle power
lamps, in this test it did not. With this in mind there mnay be
no objection to allowing a vacuum slightly inferior to that which
it is possible to obtain.
Coneerning the blacl-ening of incandescent lamps, it has long
been a theory of the Thomson-Hounston factory, and I think of
most manufacturers, that this is due enrtirely to evaporation.
INot knowing Prof. Thomson was going to diseciss this paper I
brought down an abstract from the article he refers to, in which
he says :-"The writer has long been convinced that in a well
"exhausted lamp itis due almost entirely to evaporationa by higlh
"temperature. Just as ice near its melting point and even far be-
"low that, evaporates in vacuia and even in dry air, so carbon,
"practically fixed at low temperatures, acquires in vacua a certain
"4volatility at an increasing rate with the temperature."
Concerning, the blackening of the lamp, as being the distillation
,of carbon, it is of course known that with filaments partially car-
bonized, the lamp bulb will blacken because of gas thrown off by
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completing the carbonization. But it is a fact, appreciated I
think by lamp manufactuLrers, that the deposit made by hydro car-
bon has practically constant physical characteristics. Its specific
resistance is practically a constant, and this being true, demon-
strates that there is a chance for improvement on the distillation
theory. The theory concerning the volatility of carbon seems
about the only theory at present that satisfactorily accounts for
the blackening of ineandeseen:t lamps.
This morning in lookinfg over a lot of Novak Iami,s that had
not been opened froi the original package from the time they
left the Novak factory, we selected and lighted a number of lamps
and I give you as an indicative sign of those tested, the result on
one only. It was a 110-volt 16 c. P. lamrp and was run on a forced
test, at 140 volts whtich was about equivalent in per cent. increase
in voltage to the 65-volt tests shown by Prof. Anthony this evening.
At the start this lamp took .757 amperes. Afterrunniing fivemin-
utes it increased to .799. The candle power increased ini this time
from- 59 to 71. This was a forced test. The cause of this was ilot
the change in the resistance of the filament. It was not due to a
depositing action, for the resistanee increased a little. The chlange
was simply due to the imiiprovement in the vacuum which we
noticed from time to time by tests on ain induction coil.
Had we continued this test, we would have found that after a
while this lamp fell in candles and it wouild, had it lasted long
enough, have again reached its fi-st candle power. Ilad we
made only the first and last ineasurements, we could have said
the candle power had been maintainied constant througholut the
run, while really it had fallen at least 17 per cent. It was the
same in effect as if we had treated a 71 c. P. lamp as I instanced,
that is, as if we had made the initial test with a resistance in-
cluded in the wires. Of all lamps in which the candles rise at first,
the rise occurs so soon that for comparison with others they may be
considered to have started at the candle power and time when the
canidle power attains its maximum. Itishighly inportant, there-
fore that we slhould have frequenlt measuremtnents during the early
life of a lamp that we may be able to interpret properly the ob-
served facts of its later existence.
The figures shown us by Prof. Antlhony are open to seriouls
criticism for this reason, as well as for othier reasons meentioned.
We do not know, according to the above, the candle power these
lamps really were. The results shown, are average results of
quite diferent lamps and the maximna canidles probably varied
eveni more than the initials, which still further qualifies the fig-
uires presented
MR. THEo. J. W. OLAN :-1 should like to call your attention
to some facts, one of which is that dioxid of carbon in conniec-
tion with carboni at white heat will take up one equivalent of
carbon and be transformed into inonoxid of carbon. Another
fact is that if we lead oxide of carbon through a tube that is
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heated to a yellowish white, there will appear as a result in a
portion of the tube a carbon deposit and dioxid carboni mixed
with carbon dust will pass out of the tube. I see that this can
account very reasoniably for this phenomnenon of the blackening
of the globe, just as well as all the other theories that have been
advan-ced to-n'ight. If we suppose that we have at the beginninig
pure oxygen together with carbon in the globe, dioxid of car-
bon would first be formed. This dioxid of carbon would, how-
ever, iln its turn, combine witl more carbon, and the result
would be nmonoxid of carbon alone. But at a limited distanee
from the filament we have that heat whieh may be sai(l to corres-
pond to the yellowish white lot tube. At that temperature this
monoxid of carbon would be transformued into carbon and diox-
id of carbon. That carboni deposits on the globe anid the diox-
id of carboni attacks the filam-ent again. I do not think we can
accept such a theory as that the carboni filam-rent should consist of
hydrocarbons whicl was said in the revelation we heard to-night,
simply because that seems to stanid in opposition to all previous
experieTice. I have made many tests myself, anid I lhave read the
results of other experinients also, and fron those I conel]ude that
it is not at all difficuilt to coinpletely decompose by heat a heavy
hydrocarbon. If we exclude the air we will lhave as a last result
from such decomposition a substarnce that can be called pure car-
bon. One canniiot at least discover any lessening in weight by
lheating it more and more. That tends to prove that it cananot
very well be a series of hvdrocarbon that remains in the filaenellt
when the lamp is ready. But in accordance with what I have
before mentioned we can easily account for several of the other
plhenomena that have been spoken of here to-night. We heard,
for instance, that where a bulb is filled with bromine gas, there
will be no blackeniing of the glass. Why? Because bromine is
one of those few elements that will not directly comnine with
carbon at any heat or as far as knowni under any circumstances.
Should it not therefore be possible to concluide just fronm this,
that the cheinical action has sonmething more to do with tlhe
blackening of the globe than has beeni suggested to-nigght? I
think so. I will not say that the other suggestions cannot h-ave
any bearing on the inatter. Still I think that the chemical reac-
tioIl is to be considered in the first place. Now, it is a fact, that
in t!he lamps we have generally oxygen, also nitrogen; we have
finally a little h,vdrogen originating from moisture. I would niot
say it is a fact known by everybody, but at least it is stated in
the handbook of chemistry written by autlhorities, that nitrogen
at a very high temperature will combine with carbon just as well
as oxygen and we have therefore in that fact ainother possible
cause for the blackeninig of the globes as a result of chemical re-
action. Even hydrogeni, under influence of the electric current,
canl with carbon directly form a hydrocarbon. I think that it is
too early to make a conclusion with reference to any one of these
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many suggestions we have had, until we have paid thorough at-
tention to them all, and I cannot find that in the theories ad-
vanced to-night by various gentlemen there was anythlinig at all
conellusive.
-NIRu E. A. COLBY:-Mr. Howell in his remarks a few moments
ago, said that he thought there was no question but that brominie
gas reduced the blackening or deposition of carbon upon the
bulb, but that he knew of no other use that could be made of
this gas. I founed some eleven years ago when m-akinrg lamps
of 12O candle power-which were lamnps of relatively high po-
tential-125 volts, that there were serious troubles, in the con-
struction of sueh lanmps due to short-circuiting, and the onlv way
in which we could overcome that difficulty was either to not ex-
halust the lamp to the same extent that we ordinarily did a low
candle power lamp, or else havinig exhausted the air, to leave
within the lamp bulb sonme inert gas. This was i'n Mr. Weston's
laboratory in Newark, New Jersey. We tried at that time a
great ma-ny different gases, amnongst others, bromine and several
of the chlorine compounds. We finally concluded, as a result
of a long series of experiments, that the most suitable vapor to
use in this connection was that of chloroform. Chloroform be-
ing somewhat rich in carbon, would, of couirse, upon enterinig
the builb (the filament being at the temperature of incandeseence)
be decomposed, and carbonl would be deposited on the filament,
whilst the naseent chloriine would combine with any mercurial
vapor which might be present in the bulb. As a miatter of fact
we obtained within the bulb quite a heavy deposit, white in color,
and resembling in all its physical characteristics, mercuric chlo-
ride. This deposit was so heavy that the filamlent itself
was at times concealed from view very m-uch as it is in an] opales-
cent globe. To renmove this deposit we applied a Bunsen burner
in the ordinary way, and immediately the deposit was vaporized
and the bulb was left clear BuLt the important point in this
conniection was tlhis, that the difficulties which ye lhad experi-
enced previous to this treatment, viz., short-circuiting, had en-
tirely disappeared, and whatever blackening we had been troubled
with was dimiiished. It was a matter of some experiment to
determine what proportion of vapor it was expedient to leave
witlhin the bulb, and one simple method which I adopted at that
time suLggested certaini lines of research which I have been un-
able to follow, and which I would like to menition here in the
hope that some of you who are still in the incandescent lamp
field can take it up. I had felt certain that there were two
causes, as we all know, for the diminution in the candle power
of the lanmp. The first was the vaporization of the carbon, and
its subsequent deposition -upon the bulb reducing the transpar-
ency of the same, and the second was the change in the condi-
tion of the carboin filamenit itself. The vaporization, of course,
is a function of the temperatlre to which the filament is sub-
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jected, aind is to a very much less extent dependent upon the
difference of potential between the terminals. However, work-
ing at highier potentials this difficulty increases. The other de-
fect was due, as I said a moment ago, to the ehange in the struc-
ture of the carbon itself. Apparently a deposit of carbon was
formed npon one leg of the filament, which carbon was sepa-
rated from the opposite leg. I was interested in aseertaining
whetller 1 could prevent this deposit, and so maintain the normal
appearance of the filament by the interposition of a shield be-
tween the two legs of the carbon. I supported a glass plate
betweeni the two legs of the carbon filament, and suspended the
lamp vertic lyv, tle lool) hanging down, and noted the deposition
FIG. 4.-Mir. Colby's Experimnent.
of carbon npOnl this shield between the two legs of the filament.
This, of course, would be expected. But a culriouls featalre
of it was this, that the deposit was principally on one side,
anld that the depth o:f deposit over this glass shield increased
fromn the top of the shield down towards the bottom, that is,
the loop of the lamtp being iii this for:n (A Fig. 4) and the shlield
being dLown here (b c), the depth of the deposit was heaviest at
the bottom instead of heaviest at the top where thle greatest dif-
ference of potential existed. Fig. 4 represents the general out-
line of the lamnp. It was known at that time as the Mogul lalmp.
A number of theml were placed in the Equitable Bulildling, 120
Broadway, in 1883 anld 1884, and attracted considerable atten-
tion at that timne on account of the large candile power of the
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lamps. They were made up to 600 candle power. The diffi-
culty we hadLin the first construction of these lamps, was due to
a discharge directly across from stub to stub. I then put here a
glass plate (b c), which was supported on a neutral wire at that
point, to in-crease the distance between the termninals and prevent
any direct path between the two. The deposit that was formed
upon that plate I will illustrate by a liine like that (b d Fig. 4,)
showing increase in thickness at the lower edge of the glass
plate. Both legs of this filameuit un-der these conditions witlh
the interposed shield, remained perfectly clear and as brilliant as
they were in the original lamp, altlhough with increase of tein-
perature the deposit of carbon on the bulb was materially in-
creased. I then sealed into another bulb, omitting the glass
shield, a series of platinum wires going all around it, in the plane
of the enclosed carbon, just little hooks, the wires passing
through the bulb. I connected a telephone to the terminal
whhich we will say was the positive pole arid to loop No. 1, and
with the lamp working at its normnal candle power, after I had
obtained a certain degree of exhaustion, I succeeded in getting a
musical note in the telephone. By theil transferring the conduc-
tor to loop No. 2, I got a note of a slightly higher pitch, and
upon transferring the connection to each succeeding loop the
pitch of the note correspondingly increased until I reached a
poilnt which was nearly diagonally opposite the stub + or in the
line + 6, which would be the diagonal of the area eniclosed by
the loop, when I got the maximuLLtmi note from the telephone.
As I passed along up here (7-10) the note diminished in pitch
until I got up here (10) when it was inaudible entirely. By con-
necting the telephonie to the negative terminal and the sealed-in
wires, I got no sound whatever. It was always a mnystery to me
and it is nlot yet solved, for the reason that I have been out of
the incandescent lamp business for several years, anid I would
like to know whether any one else can explain the matt6r. As
I understood Prof. Anithony in his paper to-night, he stated that
the action which produced the blackening wras not purely elec-
trical, but was in all probability simply the volatilization of the
carbon alone at high temperatuLres. If a telephone was inserted
between any two of these loops, I gotino miiusical note whatever,
indicating that there was no electrical action between those two
points-no difference of potential sufficient to give a telephoniie
current. A peculiar feature about this experiment was this: that
the lamnp was on a direct current circuit, and the pulsation which
would give that musical note must have been in all probability
due to iniequalities in the current of the dynamo. I used this
dummy lamp as a means of indicating when I had secured the prop-
er degree of rarefaction in the other lamps from the same pump.
That is, this lanmp was attached to the same fork by whielh other
lamps were being exhausted, and the exhaustion was continued
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uintil I got a slight note in the telephone wlhen- I discontinued the
exhaustion. These lamps, as they went out, lhad a residual at-
mosphere of chlorine gas, and possibly some little undecomposed
chloroform which was subsequently decomposed in use. I made
another preliminary experiment with a different conistruction
which was k-nown as the U tube lamp. I believe it was si bse-
quently patenited by Mr. Stanley. In it I had a U loop of the
same shape as slhowni in Fig. 4. The object of this construction
was to protect each leg of the carbon filamnent from any direct
electric action across from the other leg. This lamp was raised
to a very higlh temperature withlout the filament ehanging its ap-
pearance, although the blackening of the bulb was very pro-
nounced. 1 amn very glad that Mr. Howell has brought some
sanmples of larnps here to-night showing the shadow cast by the
carbon filament. I think any one who has had very imuch prac-
tical experience in the inanunfacture of lainps will be surprised to
learni that carbon does not cast a shadow at all. It certainly
was a very common thiing in my experience to see lam-ps
exhibiting this charactistic. I have succeeded in obtaaining it
with various laimps, and with platinum, iron and copper filamnents,
and I know no reason whly, if the conditions are made proper,
it mnay not be produced with all lamps. Of course if the carbon
Is raised to a comparatively low temperature, and not subjected
to suidden clhanges, the volatilization will be very uniformn and the
shadow of the filaments will hardly be perceptible. Whereas if
there are irregular or wTeak points in the filament or it is subject-
ed to sudden changes in potential, then the shadows become
quiite marked.
DR. L. K. BPH6m:-Volatilization is due to the mechanical
action of the current. The theory ad vanced by the gentlemani
w.ho spoke before me, was, to mny knowledge, put forward first
by Professor Crookes, of London, about 1880, in Natre. He
explained that volatilization is due to that trace of oxygen still
contained in that trace of air which cannot be removed by ex-
lhaustion. This trace of oxygen is said to coimbine with a particle
of earbon, fornming carbon dioxid. The carbon dioxid is said to
be decomposed oni the inside glass walls, leavinig the carbon on
the inside surface of the glass; then the oxygen is said to return
to act on a new particle of carbon. etc. This is certainly impos-
sible, because there is no chlYemical power on the glass walls to
decompose a chemical combination, and further, in the presence
of such a great excess of carbon it is impossible to formn carbon
dioxid; only the car-bon rnonoxid can be formed.
I accept the theory that cheinical action takes place within the
lamip chamber, and that some carbon monoxid is formed, but this
gas will remain in the globe just as the rest of the residual gases
remain there.
I further wish to sav something about fusing carbon. That
carbon can be fuse(d to a certainl extent, everyone of you has
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seen, anid I am suLrprised that this has not been mentioned here
to-night. I refer to the treating of carbon filamients. In treat-
ing the filamenit, the hydro-carbon in the treating apparatus is de-
composed by the electric current, and we lhave then what the
chemists term carbonr i9 statJ naqcsee di that is, the moment
in which it is set at liberty, in which it is born ; and in this
moment it is more readily capable of entering into combination
with any substanice it combines with, or with other carbool atoms,
formning with them carbon molecules. So we have there, practi-
cally speaking, atomistic carbon, while otherwise, what we gener-
ally see before us is molecular carbon. Of how many atoms the
carbon molecule consists is not known. Some speculative scien-
tists suppose, and I suppose with them, that the inumber of carbon
atoms in the molecule produce the different forms of carboni with
reference to their physical condition, that is amorphous carbon,
graphite and diamonid. If, while treating a flament this qtom -
istic carbon set at liberty from the decomposing hydro-carbon,
combines with other atoms to form. a molecule, it settles on the
surface of the filamnent in that half fused condition referred to
above. The steel-like appearance of a well treated filament is
nothingmlore than a coating of fused carbon on a porous fila-
ment.
Regardiilg pure carbon, I mnight just state that this deposit of
carbon on the porous filament, that is, the steel-like looking car-
bon is really pure carbon, the purest that can be produeed.
With reference to the bromine lamp a great many experiments
have been described to-night, but I want to ventilate for a
moment the theory of that lamp. It is not disputed by anyone
that the brominiie lamps do not blackeni, but how is it that these.
lamps remain practically clear while carbon lamps do blacken ?
In one of Professor Anrthony's tables, it is stated that a
bromine lamp lost in one instance 3.1 candles. That rneans, as
Mr. Iowell explained, that the resistance of the filament in-
creases in a brominie atinosplhere as well as in a vacuum lamp.
How do we account for that now? Whlere does that carbon go
to which is miiissinrg? I do not believe that a mere molecular
chlange in the structure of the filament causes the higher resis-
tance. I believe tlhat volatilization of the ilament takes place in
the lI)romnine atmosphere. Nhere does the carboni go to since it
is not found on the glass walls? It must be somewhere. In my
opinion it combines chemically with the bromyine, and such a
com-ibination does exist; it is tetra-bromine of carbon. Th-iis sub-
sta.nec has not been produced out of the elements, bromine and
carbon directly, but it can be produced with the ordinary facili-
ties of chemiiical laboratories. Tetra-bromine of carbon is not
black, and it may be in the lamp globes in infinitely small quan-
tities, but enough may be in there to prevent the blackening.
Combinations take place in the lamp chamber: for instanec, the
formation of carbon monioxid has not been disputed by the other
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genatlermen here, and has been held up by every one who talked
about it to-nioht. So if one chemical colnbination takes place
another one can take place. Although this substance (tetra-
bromine of carbon) has not been produced froin the two ele-
ments directly, it has been produieed in clhemical laboratories and
imay be produiced from the elements directly by the intense heat
of the electric current. This will, in mny opinion, reasonably ex-
plain the freedomn from blackening of the bromine lamp.
I should like to sav something now aboout carbon particles and
carbon vapors or gaseous carbon in lamps; volatilizationi of the
filament takes place, that is a pretty well settled question, but in
what formn is the carbon present? Is it in the form of vapor,
that is, as gas. or in a finely divided condition, that is, as particles
of carbon? If we consider that it is very hard to get carbon
into the form of gaseous vapor, then it is easily understood tlhat,
even if we accept that carbon gases exist near the incanidescent
filament, it must certainly condense like mercury vapor or anv
other volatilized liquid whenl it goes a little away from the heated
filament, and then it will certainly fall as particles of carbon on
the glass walls I wa-nt to be understood distinctly about this..
If there is really carbon vapor, that is, carboni gas in the lam-p, it
can be there only in the closest neighborhood of the white glow-
ing filament, and must certainly condense like everything else
when further reinoved away into cooler portions of the lamiip
chamber, and Mnust settle on the glass walls as finely divided
particles of carbon, as carbon dust, and not as gaseous vapor.
Mn. OLAN:-[ am surprised to hear that dioxid of carbon
could not in first hand be formed fron oxygen and carbon, where
there is an excess of carbon. That it does forin is a fact on
which the metallurgy of the iron is based. Dioxid of carbon is
formed just before the blast. Later on, as this gas arises in the
furnace, it is transformed by the carbon into monoxid of carbon
and receives as such the redu-cing qualities which makes the iron
from the ore. I do not think I have heard that fact denied be-
fore.
DR. OTTO A. MosEs:-i have been very much edified listen-
ing to the general discussion, both from a chemical and practi-
cal standpoint. But in a miatter of such importance as that,,
whiclh seems to be generally recognized as fundamental, we ought
to be very careful to consider all available theories of action, in
order to be able to guide ourselves an-d others where vast suums of
money have to be expended in the pursuit of some development
of them. Many different views have been expressed, apparently
discordant in character; and it seemns to me that the time has.
about arrived, after fifteen years of experiments in the direction
of incandescent lighting, for them all to be correlated so that the
practicioner can take new points of departure in the future
maniufactuLre of the carbon incandescent lamiip. It is a very im-
portaut thing to slspend judgmenit dcuring the progress of any
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invention or discovery until sufficient data lhave been- collected,
to enable us afterwards to formulate theories. The time, I
thAink, has now arrived (and it mnay be of some interest for it
now to be promulgated) for the advancement of one more theory
which has nAot been referred to this evening, nor published, to
my knowledge, although it was cast into shape some 14 years ago.
The use of millionis of incandescent lamps demon-strates the truth
of the theory then propounded. The precedent is given to us
by Faraday, when he said that the thing of all things that he
adumired most in a man was his power to suspend judgment, and
he added, it was due to this power that Amlpere lhad hiimself lost
the opportunAity of predicting phenomena which have since
rendered Faraday's name imumortal. When Anipere first noticed
the retardation of the movement of the mnagnetic needle above
a revolving disk of copper lie could give no substan-tial reason
for it, an-d, therefore, he suLspended his judgmrent of the facts.
Experiments in the hands of Faraday afterwards developed the
fuLll valuLe of this obselvation.
When the first hundred irncandeseent lamnps were made and
shown at Menlo Park, the world had become very muLich excited
over the subject we are nlow discussing. The lamups lived but
from 50 to 100 hours each. Very few exceeded 100 hours. The
globes became densely coated with a black deposit, and altogether
the expectations of those who had devoted their time to the sub-ject, were very much clouded from that ominious fact. Professor
Crookes was inclined to believe tlhat no carbon filament could
last long in a residual oxygen vaculum, and in his arg-ument re-
vived ani idea that had developed in the hands of St. Claire
Deville abouit the dissociation of carbonic acid in high tempera-
tures, and the subsequent deposition of carbon at lower tem-
peratiures; and many scientists were then inclined to believe
that this act of dissociation would finally and inevitably lead to
the disintegration and rapid destrLuction of the filament. Just at
that time the problein of deterniiining what was the chemnical
composition of that coatinig was placed in my lbands by Mlr. Edi-
son and was investigated for several mont'hs. Those lhundred or
niore lamps were submitted to all kinds of tests and analysis to
discover what that coating was, and I ami glad to say that it was
possible to determilne beyonid all douLbt that it was not, as was
suLrmised by Professor Crookes, a depositioni of pure carbon, but
a hydrocarbon and a paraffin. In the beginninig it was thought
to be the body of the filamnent, itself disintegrated, projected
electrically upon the ininer surface. B3ut there were sonie diffi-
culties in the way of that hypothesis, and further analysis demn-
onstrated tlhat while approximnating in com-positioni to the
filament, time substance was not idenitical with it. Some of the
experimenits liave the very greatest bearing upon the subject
diseussed in Professor Anlthony's valuable paper, because the
gases ehlorine, bromine and iodine were uised for the purposes
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of attacking that inner coating in order to find out by substitu-
tion what was the composition of the pellicle. It is interesting
to recogniize the fact that chlorine anid thiese other gases do not
attack the body of the filament; and by the cliange of color and
the clarification of the pellicle from a dark substance into one
quite translucent, and occasionallv almost transpare3nt, it was de-
nonstrated that this pellicle had been attacked by the chlorinie, and
that consequently it was niot a pure carbon. Futrther experi-
ments demonstrated also that in the pelliele there was hydrogen,
carboni and som:re nitrogen. The pellicle was submitted to the
action of chemi-cally pure, dry chllorine gas. TIhe formation of
snLbstitution- compounds seemed to be almost instantaneous. The
pellicle was attacked anid became of a horny nature. The
vacumn globes had their ends broken off after inisertion inlto
vessels conitainiing ehlorine gas. They were partially buried in
snow for several days, in order to see what effect would be pro-
duced bv the condensation of aniy liquids that might lhave been
forrmed by the action- of the clhlorine on the pellicle. Where the
heat was taken away at that partienLlar point in coontact with the
sinow, a concentration of action was observed to have taken
place. These experimnLents, and quLite a numnber of others with
whieh I will niot fatigue you, led to this conclusion in my minid,
that tlhe carbon filament is nothlinlg but one of an infinite series
of hydrocarbon com-pounlds comnmencin-g with tlle most volatile
liquids, or, perhaps, even with the gases, and extending up to
tlhe diamonid. Thlle hydrocarbon is invariab-ly preseint. At about
that timie Professors Young, Barker, Rowland and Brackett were
at the laboratory, and soine of the carbon filaments were sub-jected to the most extraordinary temperatuires for spectroscopic
analysis of their light. One, in particular, fused at its point of
rupture. While it was beinig gradually heated, tlhe spectrumn was
observed by Professor Young. The h-vdrogen line was invari-
ably presenit in all, except at the point of rupture of this fila-
menit, wheni it -was thontght to have disappeared several seconids
before breaking. But up to that point there was no doubt in
the iminds of any onie of the observers that hydrogen was pres-
ent. That fact I shortly afterwards mnentioned to M. Dunas,
the permianent secretary of th-ie French Academy, and the greatest
authority at that time oni carbon in the world, to whom was due
the determination of the atomic weight of carbon. At that time
I venitured to m-nake the statement, that I did not believe there
existed suLich a sa-bstance as pure carbon. He said to me, ' I ai
very much iniclined to believe it, pelhaps, with the exception of
the diamnond." In the m-anufacture of carbons for incandescent
lamps, the increase of temiiperature commiiencing with the heatinig
of the organic matter in a vacuum graduaally, causes distillation
of the volatile matters present, until you get to the so-called car-
bon skeletoln. Submnitting that finally to greater and greater
heats, you finid invairiably a shrinking of the carbon- skeleton.
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That shrinking has no absoluite linlit. Towards the end of the
carbonization, however, when the temperatures are enormonsly
incereased, it is scarcely perceptible. The shrinking, betweeni the
temperature of the air and that final temperature at which car-
bons are now produced, is about one-third in bulk. So that there
we have evidence of a continuous distillation of volatile portiolns
of the hydrocarboni filament, until the limrit is reaehed by the
disintegration or, perhaps, volatilization of the carbon. It one
colnisiders this phen-omen-on we have at once a solutionl of all
these discordant phenomena, reported during our present discus-
sion. The known paraflinis will distill off, together with the long
series of them, imore and more infusible in their nature, and yet
tnknowin anid unstudied until finally a residual carbon (?) is left,
which, as Professor Anithony has said, is in appearance, like the
finest steel and is exceedingly hard.
An analogy strikes i me here which mnay be of service in con-
sidering that question. We lhave all observed in the druggists'
windows the volatilizationl of camphor at ordinary pressures, and
we have also been inclined to believe that the deposition of the
concdensed vapor, formed towards the light, is connected in sonme
way with the action of light, sin-ce it would seem that at th,e
place where the light enitered the vessel would be a greater ten-
perat-are than elsewhere in the enclosing ehamber. But there is a
tine in the n-ight when radiation takes place, if the vessel be op-
posite to an open window, where the heat radiates fromn the vessel
inlto space, anld there will be a deposition on the inner surface of
the vessel in the direction of the window, which, during the day-
time, was really the point of greatest heat. In solme suclh way
we may suppose that the paraffins and all that series of hydrocar-
bons that are mnore fusible than tlhe residual hiydrocarbon left in
the filament wlhile it incanidesces, would precipitate -upon the
colder suLrface of the chalmber. That is m-ade evident, too, by a
study of the phantom shadows cast. This deposition of carbon is
but a process of simple distillation continuLously taking place. Why
should it not take place at once oni the first ignition, is a natural
inquiry. Because the particles have been rendered semi-plastic,
and have been fused throughout the mass of the hydrocarbon,
and a rupture must take place in the gas occluding cells before the
enclosed hydrocarbon, of lower melting point than the filamuent,
can escape. Even if the tenmperature is kept constant in the
filament, the wearing away still continues. There is a constant
evaporationi takinig place and a deposition uponl the colder sur-
face of the globe.
It may be asked why these observations have niot before been
given to the world. They were formulated and submitted to
Mr. Edison at a time wheni they became practically valuable,
for only when the cause of this blackening was known did the
future of the incanldescent lamp become assured. It sim-ply be-
came necessary to increase the temperatures at which the fila-
ments were carbonized to the very lhighest point possible, in
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order to prolong the life of the lamp. That method was
adopted, and it was not generally kniown outside of that labora-
torv. But it was the turning point in the commiiercial production
of the in-candeseent lamp. Wlhen, on discoverinig tllis fact, it
was referred to Mr. Edison as of sufflicienit interest to be pu-b-
lished to the world, he made one of his characteristic remarks.
Ile said; "'We are on a forced nmareh and we haven't timne to
bury our enemies, or to put up tombstones, over them."
THE CHAIRMAN:-If there is no further discussion of the sub-ject, we will ask Prof. Anthony to reply to what has been said.
PROF. ANTHONY:-Mr. President, at this late hour I will touch
upon a few po3inits onlv of those bronght out in this discussion.
With reference to Professor Elihu Thomson's remarks upon the
softening of carbon, I did not wish to be understood as endors-
inig the statement that it could not be softened. The supposed
fact had been adduced as an argumnent against its vaporization,
and I pointed oult that even if it were true that miielting, or soft-
ening never occurred, it was not a valid argument. A little
further on I referred to the fact that Depretz had succeeded in
softening, and even weldinig, rods of carbon more than fifty
years ago.
With reference to the remarks of Mr. Howell, when I went
to the Mather company, six years ago, I had considerable to do
with incandescent lamp manufactuire, and had observed that.
lamps sornetines improved in candle power for the first 50 hours
or so, but this was genierally, and my impressioni is) alwavs,
accompanied with decrease in resistance and consequent increase
of current. It was not the usual result, and I always ascribed it
to differences in the filaments such as might occur from different
temperatures in the carbonizing furnace, or even to the different
positions of the filamnents in thie boxes in which they were packed
for carbonization. Table III. shows an increase in current anid,
therefore, decrease in resistance in both vacuum and bromine
lamps at '210 hours, and yet the vacuuim lamps had fallen in
candle power.
Mr. Howell states that these lamps are poor vacuum lam-ps,
and exhibits the results of tests that slhow a remnarkable life and
remrarkable uniformity in candle power and efficiency. I can
only say that t have never met with such lamps in commercial
use, and remember well that when I was obliged to use Edison
lamps in my own house because of the iinjunietion restraining
the Mather company from using others, I founld the failure in
candle power very serious. If the larrips of Table III. are oor
lamps, they were all alike up to the point of exhaustinig, and the
tests show a remarkable difference in behavior. As to the use of
5a5-volt lamps for these tests, as I understand 55-volt lamps
formed a considerable portion of the product of the Waring
factory and of the Perkins factory before it. 1 understood that
they found there was less to fear from competitioni in lamps of
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this voltage than in those of 100 volts or above. In otlher wvords,
S0-volt lamps on the miiarket were less satisfactory than those of
the high voltages. I hardly see how this agrees witlh the state-
ment that any one can make 50-volt lamps.
As to the variation in voltage in the individuial laimps of Table
Ill. they were taken from lamps all made at the same time from
the same " batch " of carbons, in order to reniove any question as
to the cause of the differenees whieh it was expected would de-
velop ini the final test. Thev could not be volted until they
were filnished, and they then had to be taken as they came.
Whatever difference there was in individual larmps, it was greater
for the bromine than for the vaeuum lamps. The bronmine lamps
were started also at a slightly higher efficiency, so that every
advantage was given to the vacuim lamps. I fail to see how
these differences in conditions affect the comnparison between
the two.
I wish to add that my object in presenting this paper was to
point out the theory as a mnatter of scientific as well as practical
importance. I am glad to lind amrong those best qualified to
jludge, that the vaporization of the carbon is genierally accepted
as the cause of the blackening, but I 1-had not found sunlc general
acquiescenice before, and in the argument for the Edison com-
pany in the suit to which Mr. Howell has referred, it was pro-
Tnounced absurd. As pointed out by Professor Robb, the rapid
increase in the blackening due to small increase in the voltage at
wlhieh a lamp is runii, shows the vaporization to be due to heat
rather than to electrical action. It is what we should expect
from the rapid increase in the vapor tenision with iise of tem-
perature that occurs in other cases. I cainnot agree with Dr.
B6hm and Professor Elihu Thomnson, that the vapor would con-
dense as soon as it left the regioni of the filamuent This might
be truLe if a gas were present to wlhich it could give up its heat,
but if the vacuum were perfect except the carbon vapor, to what
would it give uip its heat except to the walls of the vessel ? With
reference to the claimi of another speaker, that gases in the chamn-
ber may serve as the carriers, I would call attention to the fact,
that the presence of any gas in the chamber, in proper qualntity,
retards the blackening. There are other points I should like to
toueh upon, but considering the lateness of the hour will leave
the matter h-ere.
MR. HOWELL:-In regard to Professor Anthony's experienee
witlh Edison lamps I have no doubt he is entirely right. You
cannot exl)ect results like those I h-ave shown, from anything but
the type of lamp upon which this test was made. If Professor
Anthony has burned in his house 115-volt lamps they will not
give any such results, and if I were to come here anid show you
-these curves, and say they are chiaracteristic curves of Edison
lamps I would be deceiving you. I have shown you that curve
-because it is made by lamps of the samine type as those tested by
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Professor Anthony, and quoted in his paper. If he had pro-
duced aniother type I would not have exhibited those curves at
all. I would have slhown the samne thiing that he showed.
[President Hlouston here resumed the chair.]
THE PRESIDENT:-Before going any further tlle INSTITUTE
may like to know that I have had the pleasure of sending the
following i -essage to Chicago:
" As President of the AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
"ENGINEERS I desire to send hearty congratulations on the sue-
"cess of our first dutal meetinig. It gives me great pleasure to
"address at onee two meetings, over 1,000 miles apart, and to
' know that that has been rendered possible by the advances in
"that branchi of engineering which it is the privilege of onir
"society to represent.
" The INSTITUTE has agreed, provisionally, to adopt the name
"'gauss 'weber' oersted,' and ' gilbert' for the magn-etic units
"of tiux density, magnetic fln:x, magnetomotive force and re-
"luctance."
I sent thetm word that Professor Althony's paper Lad been
:read anI listened to with great attention, and was Inow going into
debate, The Chieago meeting sends word:
" The Chicago meeting selnds congratulatiorns to the New York
"meeting, and trusts that the intereommunication thns, for the
"fi st tim:ze, inaugurated by mean:s of the telephone will not be
"the last. It believes that considerable advance will be made
"in electrical science by the idea of holding simultanieous meet-
"ings in different parts of the country. It also sends word that
"Professor Anthony's paper has been read anid is now being
"discussed."
If there is nio otlier gentleman who desires to discuss Pro-
fessor Alnthony's paper, I would like to inake on)e or two brief
remarks. I would like to discuss this paper at great length, but
timne does not permit.
At the time the Sawyer- fan lamp came out, it was my pleas-
ure to make somne investigation and experimeTnts in lamps con-
taininig very low vacua. The Sawyer-Man type of lamp was a
lamp with a fibrous carbon filament in which instead of the or-
dinary vacuuim produced by a pump, an attempt was made to
produce a vacuum, and I believe a fairly good vacuun was made
by rarefving a gas, heating it to high temperature and sending a
current of nitrogen through it, and some very fair results were
obtained.
While I do not wish to criticise Prof. Anthony's paper, sinice I
know that the term-l that he uses is a term that is comnmonly em-
ployed, still I think the tern is a bad one, -namely " efficiencies
in watts per candle." This would make the efficiency equal the
watts divided by the candles, or the activity divided by the lumi-
nous energy. Now if we consider the electric lainp as a device
for conlverting electrical into luminous energy, as it of course
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is, thenf this expression would necessarily be faulty, since it
wou:ld show a higlher efficiency, the poorer the lamp is as a trans-
lating device. Of course the phrase should be "candles per
watt." It should be "efficiency equals candles divided by
watts :" or the lunIiinous energy divided by the activity. This,
however would not be strictly accurate in itself, since the lumi-
nous energy would requiire for actual practice to be multiplied by a
physical constant; that is multiplied by a constant, varying
with the distribution of the wave lengths in the diferent parts of
the spectrumrn. I would propose for use in this connection, if in-
deed it lhas not been uised, the term " candles per kilowatt," thus
making the efficiency equal to the luminous eniergy divided by
the total energy.
PROF. ANTHONY;-I perfectly understand that criticism, and
agree with the Chairman entirely. I was simply using the term
as it is generally used. [Adjourned.]
[Owing to lack of time the following relmarks by Mr. Moore
were suibmitted after adjournment.]
MjR. D. MCFARLAN MOORE:-Mr. President, the statement
that the most important problem in connection with electric
lightin to-day, is the successful production of a more efficient
lamp, I do not tliink will be quLestioned. Our present knowl-
edge seems to indicate that we have about reached the limit of
efficiency in dynamo construction, and that by far the most in-
efficient portion of an electric lighiting installation is that where
the currenti is transformed into light, viz., the lamlp. The sub-ject under discussion to-night is primarily the blackening of lamp
bulbs and the conseq-uent decrease in efficiency. The blackening
material is the disintegration of the filament, that is, the blacken-
ing is caused by the volatility of the carbon. Tlherefore, the
apparent remedy is to get a filamnent that will not disintegrate7
and volatilize, and at the same time have high efficienTcy and
long life, or better still get rid of the filamnent e-ntirely. Thig
woqtd be an " ideal " lam-p, although the ideal filament lamp de-
scribed by Professor Anthony is by no means an impossibility.
It is not difficult to conceive of a filament so constructed that it
will rupture the mon-eiit -a certain degree of disintegration (it
may be verv sm1all) has been reached. A filament with a very
hard and smooth surface, yet soft interior, miight accomplish this
purpose. That is, the flament to be so designed that it shall have
but little life after its glaze has been punctured or destroyed due
to the combined action of heat and electrical action, buLt not by
"sair washing."
Heat means molecular action, which, if sufficiently violent, par-
tially overcomes cohesion, and the moleeular action is then in
accordance with Newton's first law. Since this process is con-
tinuious and in one direction, that is, from thee filament, there is
little liability of particles, after having once escaped from the
cohesive forces, of returning to their original positions in which
they constitLited the filament.
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The paper attributes the so-called " phosphorescent" light
(which, by the way, seems to be a very misleading and poorly
adapted niame for this phenomenon) to the molecular impacts upon
the enclosinig chamnber, but the study of the results obtained with
different degrees of vacuum would seemn to indicate that tlle
most light is produced, when the enclosed gas is attenuated to a
degree most suited to be thrown into a state of high vibration
by the electric impulses of the current. It is also stated in the
paper that a great potential difference is necessary to produce
this effect, but it does not follow that a high tension current is
necessary.
I respectfully refer you to my paper before this body on
September 20th last,' wherein I suggest the construction of a lamp
without a filament, the light being produced by mnolecular dis-
turbance due to rapid, suecessive, conlductive discharges of a low
potential current, which are, of course, oscillatory in character;
rand, on account of self-induction, produce the high tension neces-
sary to niolecular vibrations of sufficient frequenlcy to cause
luminosity in the surrounding space, filled with the proper
quantity of vapor or gas, and a vapor or gas best adapted to the
purpose, viz., that of producing light.
The lamp of to-day cannot withstand the demand of these
progressive times much longer, and a new metliod of electric
illumination miust s ortly succeed it. The lamp of to-day may
evolve into either a straight continuous light-giving tube of any
length, or evacuated space in every conceivable formn, depend-
ing upon the principle that luminous molecular vibrations gener-
ated in one portion of an evacuated space (best concealed) will
travel throughout the confines of sUch space. It is uipon these
general lines that the electric lightinig of the future will proba-
bly be carried out.
[COMMUNICATED AFTER ADJOURNMENT, BY PROF. REGINALD A.
FESSENDEN.1
Professor Anthony's paper deals with a subject of great im-
portance from a practical standpoint. As I understand him, be
considers that the blackening of incandescent lamps is due
.-mainly, if not entirely, to a thermal vaporization of the carbon,
.as distinguished froin the vaporization produced by electrical
means. This conclusion canl hardly be accepted by those who
have done much experimenting on the suibject.
To mention one single experiment (due originally to Mr..
-Edison, I believe,) which will be a familiar one to most latmp
-manufacturers. If we take a small bundle of glass fibres, cleani
them carefully, then spread them out like a brooim, and seal tlhen
in an incandescent lamp, so that the plane of the broom is per-
pendicular to the plane in which the filament is, and lies between
-1 TRANSACTIONS, vol. x., p. 437.
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th-e legs of the filament. we shall find, on running the lamp at
its normiial voltage for a few hundred hours, most decided evid-
ences of Crookes' effect. For it will then be: noticed that, while
the side of the broom next the + terminal is perfectly clean. so
far as the eye can tell, the side next the - terminal is covered
with a thick, black deposit of carboni.
This experiment would appear to be conclusive, for if the
carbon deposit were duie to vaporization by heat, both sides
woutld be blackened, mrlereas one is perfectly clean, and the
other is coated.
Other experiments might be mentioned, but this will suffice.
It is also stated that the carbon deposit never appears as a line
deposit. This is not quite correct, for though it is rare, I have
seen it on more than one occasion, and so most probably have
others. I conceive -that the reason why it is so rare, is that the
two legs of a carbon ilament very rarely lie throughout their
whole length in the one plane, and uinless this be the case, a line
deposit is, of course, an impossibility.
I would also say that the carbon deposit is not evenly deposited,
though it niay be so in certain cases. I have seen quite a nuimber
of lamps in which the deposit was in segments, like those of a
football, but with the spaces corresponding to the seams much
wider in proportion, also lamps in which there were bare spots
symrnetrically arranged in the centres of dark deposits. Some
circumstances led me to think that these latter were caused by
the presenee of conduct;ing imapurities in the glass, and I erndeav-
ored to reproduce them in Ipredetermiued forms, but failed, the
theory being probably mrrong.
In the writer's opinion, the phenomenon is a true Crookes
effect, and the decrease of blackening is due simply to the fact
that it takes a greater potential to start a negative discharge into
one gas from an electro(le than into another gas. For instance,
it takes twice the potential to create a negative discharge from
aita iron electrode into nitrogen, that it does to create a diseharge
fromn the same electrode into air. Sonme facts in thermo-chemnis-
try seem to throw a light on the subject, but at present there is
nlot sufficient datum to prove the connection. It may, however,
be mentioned, that if it is correct, phosphorous should act even
'better thani chlorine or nitrogen, provided its vapor tension were
high enough.
[COMMUNICATED AFTER ADJOURNMENTs BY CHARLES J. REED.]
Professor Anthony qiiotes Fleming and Proctor as authority
for the statement that the filament niever casts a shadow in a
carbon deposit. I have frequently seen the shadow in a carbon
deposit in large lamps having a long but rigid filament. A very
remarkable and unmistakable case I remember in 1887, was an
Edison 100-candle 100- volt lamp at Idaho Springs, Colorado.
The lamp gave a very bright light, being evidently "'volted
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too high. After burning about a mlonth the filament rliptured
about an inch fromn the base. There was no trace of copper in
the deposit, thoulgh the filamienit was attached by copper plating.
The green color by transmitted, and the red color by reflected
light, were both entirely absent, but the globe was intensely
blackened by a carbon deposit everywhere except in the plane of
the filament, which showed a very strong and sharply defined
shadow. The shadow was very deep on the side of the globe
farthest from the rupture, while it was nearly obliterated on
the side nearest the rupture where the blackeninig was most in-
tenoe. This showed:
(1.) That the shadowlhad beeii partlv formed before the rup-
ture.
(2.) That it had been mostly formed while the are lasted at the
timne of rupture.
(3.) That it was formed by particles of carbon mo ing in
straight lines, and not by particles of copper.
In regard to the evaporation of metals in vacuo mnentioned
by Professor Anthony, I have found that silver evaporates with-
out the use of an induietion spark at a temperature far below its
melting point. If the carbon filamnent of a lamp be attached to
platinium wires by a globule of pure silver, a bright mirror of
silver (blue by transmitted light) will be rapidly deposited on
the glass at the nearest point, even when large beads of glass are
melted onto the wire close to the joint to keep it cool.
MEETING OF WESTERN MEMIBERS AT CHICAGO.
A meeting of the western members of the INSTITUIE was held
simultaneously with the New York meeting, in the lecture room
of Professor Stine, at the Arinour Institute. At this mneeting
the paper of Professor Anlthony was read, upon the invitation
of the author, by Prof. Dugald C. Jackson, of Madison, Wis-
consin. Through the kindness of Mr. A. S. Hlibbard, the
General Manager of the Chicago Teleplhione Company, the meet-
ing rooms were placed in telephonic connection with the INsiJ-
TUTE rooms in New York City, and before the meeting of the
Chicago members was called to order, a half hour or more was
very pleasantly spent in conversation between members presenit
at the Chicago and New York ineetings. The possibility of
bringing distant audieinces in touch with the author of a paper,
was satisfactorily estahlished, and before adjournlment, President
iouston, at New York, spoke over the wire to attenitive listeners
in both cities, extending conigratulations upon the success of the
dual meetinig, and informing the Chicago members that the re-
port of the Committee on Units and Standards had been ap-
proved.
The Chicago meeting was called to order with about 4AS mem-
bers and guests present, by the Local Honorary Secretary, who
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read thie INSTITUTE rule under whlich the meeting was held. It
was stated that 20 members, the requisite number, had signed a
petition, and that in accordance writh the action of the Council,
the Secretary had issued the call for the holding of this meeting
in Chicago. Uponi motion of Mr. 13. J. Arnold, Mr. A. S.
H-uibbard was named as Chairman. Mr. Hibbard at once took
the chair, anid the Secretary read the following communication:
CHICAGO TELEPHONE CO.
Chicago, Ills., March 2ISt, 1894.
EDWARD CALDWELL, ESQ.,
Local Honorary Secretary, American Institute of Elec. Engrs.,
I432 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Dear Sir: The use of the Long Distance telephone lines betweeln Chicago
and New York has been extended to the INSTITUTE for this evenitng by the
Vice-President and General Manager, Mr. Edward J. Hall, of New York.
Telephones have been placed in an adjacent room, and may be used by the
members present in Chicago in communicating with members who are pres-




The Chairman then called upon Professor Jackson, who read
the paper as announced.
DiscUSSION AT CHICAGO.
The discussion was opened by Mr. Francis E. Jaekson, of
Harrison, N. J., whlo exhibited the diagrams, Figs. 1, 2 and 3,
'and who also presented siinilar arguminents, anid called attention
to the points alluded to by Mr. John W. Howell at the New
York neetinig. [See p. 155 ante.] He was followed by Professor
Stiie, as follows:
PROF. WILBUR M. STINE :-The paper we have just listeined to
deals primarily with the "age coatinog" within the bulb of an
incandescent lamp; it argues that this is duie to simple volatiliza-
tion of the carbon filament, anid that the presence of certain
heavy gases in the chamber more or less prevenlts the formation
of the coating. While some points have beenr overlooked and
others but scantily noticed, the paper as a whole is broad and
Surggestive in its treatment of thlie physical causes involved in the
blackening of latnp bulbs. Much has beenl written on this sub-ject, but writers have usually been too one sided in the data and
explanations whieh they have presented. It is only when the
work of mny experimenters and authors is compared, that liar-
mony is established and the true explanation becomes apparent.
The supposition, I had almost said belief,-that mercurial va-
por, supposed to be present in the lamp, was, somehow, the
agency hy whielh the black deposit formed, is so thoroughly
explained away that it ought not again to be advanced. It has
always seemed strange that so many writers caught at this straw
